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letter from the editor

“

T

hat’s it! If this doesn’t work I’ll just
have to be fat and happy,” decided
my sister, Laurie. As we move into
and through our 50’s staying healthy has
brought new challenges. We are finding that
exercise and a healthy diet are not the only
components to maintaining an ideal weight.
Lately, it seems exercising more is not equal
to a reduction in pounds. Fortunately, we’ve
partnered with our knowledgeable holistic
doctor to understand which hormones are
out of balance and what nutrients need to be supplemented. We have
each been following our custom health plans. I have experienced
significant improvement in overall energy; I am sure I am on the road
to a healthier 2012. Since the New Year is the perfect time to focus on
overall health I think I will make some new healthy resolutions.
I am always interested to pick up new tips for exercise and
nutrition. Brendan Brazier, a former professional triathlete, tells
us in our Conscious Eating Column [page 26] that “The perfect
combination for me is a whole food, Earth-friendly plant-based diet.
But even small changes—like adding these seven clean, quality super
foods to a person’s daily diet—can help decrease body fat, diminish
visible signs of aging, boost energy without caffeine or sugar, enhance
mood and improve sleep quality.” I am particularly interested in
diminishing those aging signs, so I will add Brendan’s “7 steps to
thrive” to my resolution list!
This month’s special focus is natural weight-loss. You’ll find
tips on natural therapies that can help you shed those unwanted
pounds, plus, we’ve pulled together a guide of local practitioners
that specialize in helping to unravel the weight-loss mystery [page
22]. Our local natural community abounds with knowledgeable
resources, be sure and give them a call if you can benefit from their
services. To help support a nutritious diet, you will find yummy
soups on page 32 that even kids will love. In our Natural Pet column
discover how veterinary acupuncture is treating conditions in pets
ranging from muscle injuries to gastrointestinal disorders. Then in our
Wisewords column, Deepok Chopra explores what it means to be a
conscious being.
As we glide into 2012, we have many exciting plans on the horizon.
Natural Awakenings is producing our 9th annual Healthy Living Expo
on Saturday, February 25,, so mark your calendar! We are excited to
announce our new iPhone/iPad app; watch our pages for more details.
Plus, the new Natural Awakenings webstore is now open (more details
on our website). We are excited to start this new year and wish for you
a very happy, healthy, and prosperous New Year!

Here’s to a healthy 2012!

Kris Urquhart, Publisher
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FINALLY! Your Healthy Living,
Healthy Planet DISCOUNT Network!
Become a Member of the NAN network to receive discounts
from these network providers. Memberships available soon.
Current Providers:
ACUPUNCTURE /ALTERNATIVE
HEALING
Advanced Complementary Medicine
Vero Beach, 772-766-4418
A Place for Health
Vero Beach, 772-567-6700
Center for Cooperative Medicine
Melbourne, 321-751-7001
Chelsey Croskeys
Melbourne, 321-254-6803
Jere Proctor AP
Indialantic, 321-409-8808

AROMATHERAPY
Nature’s Spirit Distinctive Aromatherapy
Palm Bay, 321-632-1221

CHIROPRACTIC

EDUCATION/CLASSES/WORKSHOPS
She Spirit LLC
Vero Beach 646-489-7554

ECO-FRIENDLY CLEANING
PRODUCTS
Bee Healthy Consultants
Rockledge, 321-636-0517
The Zen of Clean
Merritt Island, 321-453-9521

ECO-FRIENDLY CLEANING
SERVICE
Healthy Home Cleaning Services
Orlando, 321-460-7490

HEALTH FOOD STORE
Mary’s Health Hut
Vero Beach, 772-770-2101

HERBS

Chiropractic Life Center
Indialantic, 321-733-4434

Mama Jo’s Sunshine Herbals
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-779-4647

Well Within
Indialantic, 321-724-1212

The Herb Corner
Melbourne, 321-757-7522

COACHING
Dominion Life and Earth Care
Dominionearthcare.com

DENTISTRY
Claire Stagg, DDS,MS, FAACP
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
Warren C. Edwards, DDS
Viera, 321-751-7775

ECO-FRIENDLY CARPET
CLEANING
Greenway Carpet Cleaning
Cape Canaveral, 321-406-9213

HOLISTIC GIFT STORE
Aquarian Dreams
Indialantic, 321-729-9495

Howard Northrup LMT (MA35627)
Melbourne, 321-258-1201
Edwin R, Roman LMT (MA62957)
321-693-8201
Karen Stresau BSBHS, LMT (MA44244)
Indialantic, 321-543-8587
Dawn Taber LMT (MA59712)
Palm Bay, 321-745-8275

MUSIC THERAPY
Advance Music Therapy
Palm Bay, 321-726-6812

SKINCARE
Indian River Soap Company
Melbourne, 321-723-6464

WEIGHT CONTROL
Deepti Sadhwani MD
Sebastian, 772-581-2373

VETERINARIAN
Divine Animal Hospital
Vero Beach, 772-299-3665

See NaturalAwakeningsNetwork.com
for details on network providers and
offered discounts. Some exclusions
apply to specific offers.

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
Peter Holyk MD
Sebastian, 772-388-5554
Rebecca Hunton MD
Melbourne, 321-254-6803

MASSAGE/BODYWORK
Scott Kingsbury LMT (MA30910)
Melbourne 321-259-8888
Julie O’Neill LMT (MA33416)
Melbourne, 321-223-5468

We are now building our Brevard & Indian River
Provider Network. To become a NAN Provider, free for
12 months, and be listed here call 321-600-1211 or
email Kris@myNaturalAwakenings.com.

newsbriefs
Workshop: Transform and Bless your
Finances with Soul Power!

T

he Center for Spiritual Living in Rockledge is hosting a workshop to teach
participants how to address the root cause of financial blockages. Leading the
workshop on January 7, from 10am – 6pm, will be Master Allan Chuck, Divine
Channel and Worldwide Representative of Dr. & Master Zhi Gang Sha, joined by
Soul Healing Practitioners, Geho Gold, Marsha Valutis, and Pamela Carmo.
Participants will learn and practice simple and powerful transformative
techniques, and receive guidance and a special Divine Blessing to remove
spiritual blockages to their financial health.
The Center is located at 835 Executive Lane, Unit 136, Rockledge. Fee is $75
($90 at door). Register with Marsha Valutis at 321-749-1084. Master Allan is also
teaching a Life Enrichment Series on the evening of January 11, 7pm, introducing
people to the Power of Soul and the experience of Divine Healing Hands
(donations accepted).

Be found in the

The Natural
Living Directory

Yoga Teacher Training Featuring
Groundbreaking New Book

T

he 2012 Kali Natha Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training
Program begins February 25 and features Ma Jaya’s book,
The 11 Karmic Spaces: Choosing freedom from the patterns
that bind you.
The book reveals how and why most of us become stuck
by karma—our habitual patterns of action and reaction. Ma
Jaya teaches us that though karma is a spiritual law, we do
not have to be bound by it. Through awareness and intuition,
it is possible to make choices that free us from karma. Students will deepen their
understanding of karma and explore the practical techniques described in the book.
Kashi School of Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd, Sebastian. For information on Yoga
Teacher Training Programs, see www.kashi.org or call 772-589-1403, ext.109. The
book is available on line at www.mas-india.com. See ad on page 41.

Weekend Detox Retreat

A

Where will you be
when our readers are
looking for you?

weekend detox retreat will be led by Anne-Marie Derouault, founder of
Emergence Resources LLC, from Saturday, January 28 – Sunday, January
29. The goal of the retreat is to assist participants in getting rid of the toxins
that accumulate in the body and the mind through liquid fasting with blended
superfoods and greens.
Participants will be nourished with a variety of smoothies and soups and will take
part in hands-on demonstrations and recipe preparation. Accompanying gentle yoga
will keep the body strong and supple during the process. “Yoga Nidra relaxation will
help detoxify the mind from old patterns and negative emotions, clearing the way
for an expansive, integrated, and brand new year!” states Derouault.
Anne-Marie Derouault, PhD, MA, RYT500, is a certified Live Food Instructor
from the Tree of Life Rejuvenation Center and an Amrit Yoga facilitator.
The workshop will be held at Central Merritt Island (on the riverfront) on January 28,
9:45am-6pm and January 29 from 10am-5pm. Seats are limited and pre-registration
is required. Fee is $149 before Jan 15, $169 after. Call 321-431-5054 for details and
registration. www.EmergenceResources.com AnneMarie@EmergenceResources.com

An annual guide for healthy
living and a healthy planet.
50,000+ potential clients will
be looking for resources under
categories such as holistic
health, fitness, eco-friendly
products and services, and
more in this handy guide.

This issue is kept year-round
for easy reference.
Be sure your business is listed in
this natural phone book.

Call today 321-600-1211 or
visit myNaturalDirectory.com
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newsbriefs
New Programs
for Cancer and
Depression

Discover Beautiful “Bali & Beyond” this March

S

D

r. Marsha Valutis is offering two
new programs: Cancer Recovery
with Soul Mind Body Medicine, and
Leave Depression Behind with Soul
Power. These 6- and 8-week programs
enable those dealing with any form of
cancer or depression to move toward
greater health and well-being.
Marsha recovered from severe
depression and Stage IV lymphoma
in early 2010, and attributes her
success to the practices of Soul Power
and Soul Mind Body Medicine. She
passionately shares these techniques
with others who need help. Anyone
can learn and practice Soul Power
and SMB Medicine. The practices are
nonreligious, and highly effective.
They are used alone or with other
forms of treatment, and can improve
responses to other treatments.
Courses are offered via
teleconference (and on location),
beginning in mid February. Free Intro
Sessions for Cancer Recovery are
scheduled on Wednesday, January
18, 7-9pm, and Tuesday, February 7,
7-9pm. For Leave Depression Behind,
on Thursday, January 19, 7-8:30pm,
and Wednesday, February 8, 7:309pm. Call 218-632-1480, code
1335# at those times, or call Marsha
at 321-749-1084 to register or for
information on location. Also check
www.soulpowerconsulting.com.
acupuncture
aromatherapy
ayurveda
meditation
massage
natural soaps
natural make-up
organic lotions
reflexology
spas
skin care

usan Drew, owner of Sangha Tours, will be leading
another cross-cultural tour to Bali on March 7th.
“There’s no place on earth like Bali! The Balinese often
call it ‘heaven on earth’. If you’ve ever wanted to go
there, now’s your chance,” says Drew. The focus will
be on getting to know the people – as well as their
history, spirituality, love of nature and emphasis on
the arts. The weeklong, deluxe tour ($1150) includes
a beachside stay, plus 4-nights in Ubud at a charming,
boutique hotel where each guest is considered family.
If time allows, continue traveling further with Susan to
Singapore ($580), Cambodia and Angkor Wat ($740),
South Vietnam ($960), North Vietnam ($990), Bangkok
($670) – it’s up to you (air separate).
Other upcoming group tours include Kenya, Peru, Galapagos, India, Bhutan,
Morocco and more. Contact Susan Drew to be on her mailing list and to make
reservations for “Bali & Beyond” (space is limited): 772-567-6202 or susandrew@
peoplepc.com (st37498). See ad on page 47.

Healthy Living Expo in Indialantic

C

entral Florida’s largest natural and green living expo will
be held Saturday, February 25 at the Crowne Plaza in
Indialantic. Excitement is building for this year’s 9th annual
Healthy Living Expo and producers expect it to be the best yet.
Each year the Healthy Living Expo brings together a wide
array of natural, organic, and green living products, services,
providers, information, and experts for the home, pets, and the whole family. The
Healthy Living Expo features many exciting speakers presenting natural living
topics to help you live a natural life and the exhibit hall is filled with exciting
products, samples, and interactive displays to get your organic juices flowing.
If you are interested in promoting your business at the expo, be sure and register
by January 10th to take advantage of early bird pricing. Ask about expo coupons
that will be featured in the February edition of Natural Awakenings magazine.
For more information visit www.HealthyLivingExpos.com or call 321-777-6433.
See ad on page 2.

Saturday, February 25th
10am-4pm

Healthy Living
E X P O S
SM

9th Annual
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Release Toxins to Release Weight

P

rograms resume on Wednesdays in January at Health Connections in
Indialantic. The programs teach participants how to detox from the holidays,
but include information that can be used for health purposes for a lifetime.
Information is free and participation is optional.
“A toxin is anything ingested that the body cannot use,” states Candice Klein,
owner of Health Connections. “Most people are learning that pesticides, hormones,
antibiotics, heavy metals, and parasites can be found in food and water. Even though
the body has pathways to neutralize and eliminate these poisons, our daily intake has
exceeded the body’s detoxification abilities. Often, the body stores these toxins in
fat cells, even making more fat cells just to accommodate the toxins and keep them
sequestered in the body. Unless the daily intake of these poisons is stopped and the
organs of elimination are supported, the excess fat simply will not be released.”
Candice Klein is a licensed colon therapist and owner of Health Connections
since 1988. Call 321-725-8347 for more information. MM4010 and MA8163. See
profile on page 24.

Appleseed
Health Foods
H
Natural Foods · Raw Foods
Vitamins & Supplements
Organic & Local Produce
Wheat & Gluten-free Foods
Health & Beauty · Gifts & Books
Organic Lunch Café featuring
Wheat- and Gluten-Free items
Raw, Vegan, Vegetarian, and more • Free Wi-Fi

7-Day Guided Juice Fast
Wellness Education

Evening and Weekend Massage Available

Mon-Fri 10-6
Saturday 10-3

S

helly Mielke, Licensed Massage Therapist, has seven years experience working
with a wide variety of clientele and offers evening and weekend time slots. She
delivers the benefits of massage therapy through a combination of relaxation and deep
tissue techniques along with isolated stretching. She also provides Hot Stone Massage.
Mielke enjoys working with athletes, as a runner herself; she understands the
effects and benefits that massage offers all athletes. Other clientele includes seniors
and anyone who is looking for better health and wellness.
For more information call 321-917-7861. Shelly Mielke LMT, is located at 320
Fourth Ave, Indialantic. (MA44189)

1007 Pathfinder Way
(off Murrell, north of Eyster)

In Rockledge since 1992

321-631-1444
www.appleseedhealth.com

Spir-ART for the New Year

A

class in Spir-ART is a good way to start the New Year. Most people have
heard of art restoration, a kind of “awakening” of the beauty of the original
masterpiece. In Spir-ART participants awaken energies of mind, body, and spirit to
enhance growth and intuitive abilities.
Gemstones, art, Tarot, numbers, forms, chakras, and essential botanical oils
serve in the discovery process of Spir-ART. Gemstones and materials are furnished.
A personal pure essential botanical oil is specifically blended for Spir-ART and is
available from Nature’s Spirit.
For more information about classes in Vero Beach and Eau Gallie, contact Ariel
at 772-260-2887. Individuals or groups scheduled by appointment.

Apothecary & Boutique
Handcrafted • Organic • Plant-based
100% Natural Skincare Products
for Face, Body, Hair, Home and Baby

ANTIAGING, ACNE, DRY &
PROBLEM SKIN SOLUTIONS!
BOUTIQUE HOURS:

Tuesday-Saturday 10am-3pm

Positive Change Health Center Expands

A

nnouncing a new division of Positive Change Inc: Eat, Drink and Be Well—
Healthy Food Academy. From Vegetarian to Raw Food to Paleo the academy
will explore different food systems, including theory, benefits, and food preparation
in Saturday classes. Topics such as Juice Fasting and Detoxification will be covered
and participants in classes will enjoy tasty recipes.
Positive Change Health Center, 10480 US Hwy 1, Sebastian. 772-589-6869. Upcoming
classes include January 21 - Introduction to a Vegetarian Diet, February 18 - Whole Foods
Gourmet, March 17 - Live Food, April 14 – The Zone Diet. Classes are once a month
on Saturdays from 10am-12:30pm. www.PositiveCenter.com. See profile on page 25.

321.821.1536

2620 Aurora Road • Suite P • Melbourne

www.GreenridgeOrganics.com
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newsbriefs
New Location for Indian
River Acupuncture

I

ndian River Acupuncture is proud
to announce the opening of a new
office space in Vero Beach, near
Indian River Medical Center. The
new location offers patients complete
wellness care in a very relaxing and
tranquil environment. Sharing offices
with Dr. Melissa Dean, MD, owner of
Dean Wellness Center, provides space
to accommodate more patients, as well
as, the ability to provide additional
integrative services.
Indian River offers acupuncture,
no-needle acupuncture for children/
teens, acu-point injection therapy,
Neuro-Emotional Technique, food/
environmental sensitivity testing and
treatment, classical homeopathy,
Mei Zen Cosmetic Acupuncture,
Spectracell lab testing for nutritional
analysis and in-depth cholesterol
profiles, saliva testing for adrenal and
hormonal function, along with Chinese
herbal medicine and nutritional
supplements.
Joining the Indian River Acupuncture
team is Massage Therapist April Griffin,
LMT (MA#61875). In addition to
massage, April offers Cranio-Sacral,
Reiki, and Aromatherapy. Business
owner and Acupuncturist, Angela King,
AP, DOM, invites everyone to stop in
and see the new Zen-inspired space to
get information on modalities that assist
people in feeling healthier and happier.
Indian River Acupuncture, 1345
36th St, Ste B. Complimentary consults
available. 772-564-8383. See ad on
page 27.

Chakra and Energy Workshop in Melbourne

K

aren Stresau BS, LMT will be teaching “Insight into the Chakras and Human
Energy Field” on January 24th, from 6-8pm in Melbourne.
This class will cover the Universal Energy Field and how it relates to the
Human Energy Field, while taking an in-depth look at the first seven levels of
the energy body. In addition, Karen will teach where the seven major chakras
are, what they do and how disease manifests in them. “Come and learn valuable
information about how your energy field and chakras contribute to your overall
physical and psychological health,” states Karen.
Karen is a Brennan Healing Science Practitioner, Sacred Lomi Massage Therapist
(MA#44244) and Emotional Clearing Facilitator with an office at 320 Fourth Ave.,
Indialantic. The workshop will be held at Space Coast Health Institute, 1070 S.
Wickham Rd., West Melbourne. Call Karen to register at 321-543-8587 or email
at karen@karenstresau.com. The cost of this class is $10. See ad on page 19.

Terra Andre` Natural Skin Care Products

T

heresa DeGregory, Lic. Clinical Aesthetician/Aromatherapist, offers 100%
natural skin care products with only the finest carrier oils and essential oils.
The products contain no chemicals, dyes, sulfates, phthalates, or fragrances.
DeGregory has a degree in Aesthetics and has done clinical study under
plastic surgeons for six years. She has 35 years of in-depth study in harmful
chemicals, which is why her mission is to inform the public about harmful
chemicals in many of today’s products. She teaches clients to take care of their
skin and body naturally and helps them relieve conditions such as eczema,
psoriasis, itching, irritated and dry skin without causing any harm to the body.
Terra Andre` Natural Skin Care Products, Melbourne. 321-952-9624. Office
Hours are from 10am-6pm, Monday-Saturday. Call for a free consultation.
naturalskincareta@cfl.rr.com. www.naturalskincareta.com. See ad on page 12.

Center for Cooperative Medicine New Location

T

he Center for Cooperative Medicine is excited to announce their location.
The new office at 1601 Airport Blvd in Melbourne is a short distance from
their previous location.
The Center for Cooperative Medicine offers Acupuncture, Hypnosis, Laser
Therapy, and many other natural therapies. David Rindge, DOM, LAc, RN has more
than 35 years experience as a registered nurse, perfusionist (heart-lung machine
operator), respiratory therapist, clinical lab technologist, doctor of oriental medicine
and acupuncture physician. He has written a regular column on for Acupuncture
Today and taught classes for certification in laser and bio-electromagnetic therapies
to licensed health care professionals through Healing Light Seminars since 2002.
For more information visit www.CooperativeMedicine.com or call 321-7517001. See ad on page 40.

Save Your Shingles with a Roof Shampoo®
Clean Green Exterior, Inc is offering eco-friendly Roof Shampoo®. “Black
streaks on roof shingles are caused by a growth of algae that can stain and eat away at shingles,” states owner Chris Catrett.
“Roof Shampoo is a green, eco-friendly roof cleaning solution for asphalt and fiberglass shingles. It contains no chlorine
bleach or phosphates and will not harm vegetation surrounding the home. The Roof Shampoo® roof cleaning method
only uses safe, effective, nontoxic, eco-friendly roof cleaning techniques and products.” Catrett guarantees that when Roof
Shampoo® technicians leave your house, your algae-stained roof will be stain free.
Clean Green Exterior Inc. is licensed and insured, serves Brevard and Orange counties, and offers free estimates. For more
information call 321-537-5798. See ad on page 42.
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Ashtanga Yoga for the Rest of
Your Life Workshop

D

owntown Yoga announces their four-day Yoga for the
Rest of Your Life workshop, led by expert teacher David
Williams on January 12-15 in Melbourne. The workshop
covers the history of Ashtanga Yoga, primary series step-bystep, pranayama breathing techniques, and the second series.
Williams teaches participants what Ashtanga Yoga can do for
them both at the studio on the mat and in everyday life.
The workshop is $65 for an individual session
or $300 for the entire weekend and will be held at
Downtown Yoga, 532 E. New Haven Ave, Melbourne.
321-676-4600. www.yogadowntownmelbourne.com.
yogadowntownmelbourne@gmail.com. See ad on page 42.

Master Sha Practitioner Training

M

aster Zhi Gang Sha, world-renowned soul healer,
inspired teacher and Divine Channel will train Divine
Healing Hands Practitioners in 20 cities around the world
including Daytona Beach on March 30-April 1. In this unique
and extraordinary program, Master Sha and his Worldwide
Representatives will transmit Divine Healing Hands abilities
to those chosen and approved for the training. Recipients
will instantly be empowered to offer Divine Healing Hands
blessings for self-healing or to others, in person or remotely.
“A Divine Healing Hands blessing carries the frequency and
vibration of divine love and light to help transform energy,
matter or spiritual blockages causing challenges in health,
relationships or finances,” states Sha.
For more information visit www.BeHealedWithin.com, or call
Geho 386-341-6260 or Marsha 321-749-1084. Apply online
at www.DrSha.com. See ad on page 30.

acupuncture • aromatherapy • chiropractic • reflexology
reiki • holistic practitioners • hypnosis • magnetic therapy
massage therapists • supplements • nutritional drinks
...NATURAL HEALTH
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WOMAN TO WOMAN CARE
Our hormones don't decline
because we age; rather we age
because our hormones decline.
Kristine Maki, WHNP

Feng Shui for Home or Business

A

ngela Davis, the Green Feng Shui Lady, welcomes
everyone to experience the art and tradition of Feng Shui.
Feng Shui covers such diverse issues as clutter, intention, how
the environment relates directly to the state of mind, and how
to bring the two into alignment.
The ancient practice of Feng Shui guides energy through
the spaces in a home and through life by layering the
environment to support the flow of ch’i, which is the
prevalent energy that brings health, good luck, and wellbeing
to the universe.
Angela has studied Feng Shui for more than 10 years
and received her certification through Karen Rauch Carter’s
Academy of Exquisite Living. Angela also earned the level
of Red Ribbon Professional, which covers all forms of Feng
Shui, from the International Feng Shui Guild.
Contact Angela at 919-931-9876 or angela@
greenfengshuilady.com for a one-on-one healthy lifestyle
consultation over the phone or in your home.

We are dedicated to preserving the highest
quality of life for woman & can help you
Find Life's Balance through:
• Bio-identical Hormones
• Gynecologic care
• Non-surgical
Continence Care
• FirstLine Therapy

Call us at

321-305-MAKI (6254)
Merritt Island

md
Restoration Medicine

TM

Read about us at

Makimd.com
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Bonewalkers Plus Program

T

wo mornings each week, there is a new Bonewalkers Plus program of osteoporosissafe exercises and rhythmic walking designed to increase circulation, balance,
and posture, and strategically tone up muscles around past-injured joints.
This program assists participants in learning proper body mechanics to prevent
falls and re-injury. It has also been shown to help hold the body in proper
alignment, and help participants feel mentally sharper as they improve focus,
memory, and attention with several levels of pattern walking to music.
Vicki Buckley leads Bonewalkers and incorporates her Masters in learning,
memory, attention, and focus with children, to create Bonewalkers Plus, a fun
individualized, osteo-safe-modified exercise class for those searching to maximize
what they have, and use it so they don’t lose it.
Locations and times: Satellite Beach David Schechter Rec Center, Mondays,
10:30–11:30am, $5 at the door. Wickham Senior Center, Wednesdays, 10:15–
11:15am, $5 at the door (non-members $6). For more information, contact Vicki
Buckley, M.Ed., BBA, 321-759-4962 or buckvic@aol.com.

New Practitioner at Dong Ye Acupuncture

D

ong Ye Acupuncture welcomes Erin Long, AP DAOM
to their staff. Erin is an Acupuncture Physician who
holds a Master’s in Oriental Medicine and a Bachelor’s
in Professional Health Studies. Her training focused on
Oriental medicine and clinical practices, but also included
Western biomedical sciences to support integration of these
methodologies within the overall healthcare delivery system.
Long received additional training in acupoint injection
therapy, allergy elimination, ear diagnosis and treatment,
classical homeopathy, facial rejuvenation, and Neuro
Emotional Technique.
Long appreciates the concept of Chinese medicine, as it approaches health
and healing from a truly holistic perspective, viewing and treating each person
as unique from everyone else. Long often integrates her knowledge of Chinese
medicine with her training in other natural healing methods to create a highly
effective, personalized treatment plan.
Erin Long is seeing patients by appointment Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Palm Bay
office, 2105 Palm Bay Rd, 321-723-3017, and on Wednesdays and Fridays in the Cocoa
Community Center, 2130 W. SR520 (West King St.), 321-549-2206. See ad on page 46.

Does y
your skin reflect the YOU inside?
Terra André Natural Skin Care products can slow down the eﬀects of
aging & even repair some of the damage that has already occurred.

100% natural substances allow the skin to
breathe and help you feel and look better!
We offer you the lowest prices on:
Organic Baby Creams • Dead Sea Salts & Muds • Moisturizing and Sport Sunscreens
Body Lotions, Oils & Soaps • Shampoo & conditioners • Moisturizers, Facial Treatments & Eye Creams

Theresa DeGregory, Lic.

Clinical Aesthetician/Aromatherapist

321-952-9624 • www.naturalskincareta.com
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So Good! Cottage
Café Offers
Original Recipes

A

n extraordinary neighborhood
eatery in Cocoa offers a wide
variety of vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free, and hormone-free
meats prepared fresh in an open
kitchen. So Good! Cottage Café,
owned and operated by Chef
Fernando Navarrete, is open for
breakfast and lunch on weekdays
and Friday dinners by reservation.
In addition to outstanding
meals, the café has a Key West
atmosphere, complete with
classical books, card games,
brain teasers, and Wi-Fi. There is
an outdoor patio and craft beer
and wine is on the menu.
Parties of all kinds for up to 40
guests are held at the café. From
cocktail mingles, baby showers,
small weddings, formal or casual
dinners, whatever the occasion,
Chef Navarrete has the perfect
menu.
Chef Fernando’s vast culinary
background and experience as
a registered Dietetic Technician
has allowed him to create his
own original recipes and a
unique culinary style he calls an
eclectic, healthy, home-style.
So Good! Cottage Café:
where good food, good
people and good times come
together! Located at 902
Florida Ave, Cocoa. For more
information call 321-631-2030
or visit www.facebook.com/
sogoodcottagecafe. See ad on
page 19.
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Reiki Workshop Weekend

K

umari Mullen, owner of Kumari Healing, Inc, is
offering a Reiki Weekend January 6-8 for those
interested in learning the Usui System of Natural Healing.
Reiki I will be held Friday from 9am-5pm. Reiki II will
follow on Saturday from 9am-5pm. The Reiki Immersion
Retreat will be held Sunday from 10am-5pm.
The Usui System of Natural Healing or Reiki can be
a personal tool for healing and growth, a way to give
vital energy to family, friends, and animals, or a gentle
complementary therapy in holistic medicine.
A Reiki treatment supports the whole person —
physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. It is
simple to learn and can be applied in a clinical setting,
given as self-treatments, or used as a “home remedy” to
enhance health and emotional well-being.
The retreat will support and nurture Reiki II students who
want to explore their relationship to their practice, and have a
deeper understanding of their Reiki path as healers and leaders.
The weekend will be held at the Radisson Suite Hotel
Oceanfront in Melbourne. Kumari has 20 years experience.
For more information visit www.KumariHealing.com or
call 772-589-9803.

Krishna Das Retreat in Orlando

F

or the first time in Florida from Friday,
March 2 to Sunday, March 4, Krishna
Das will be offering “The Heart of Devotion
Retreat with Krishna Das & Friends” at
the Hindu Temple of Central Florida, just
outside of Orlando in Casselberry. This
2.5 day retreat allows participants to delve
deeper into the practice of Kirtan, chanting
“The Name.” The tuition of $150 includes:
2 Kirtans with Krishna Das and Friends; 2
Workshops with Krishna Das; 2-All-level Hatha Yoga classes
led each day by Genevieve Walker, Krishna Das’s very talented
violinist; 2 Chanting of the Hymn, the Hanuman Chalisa, led by
Nina Rao, Krishna Das’s manager and cymbals player.
The Hindu Temple will have delicious Indian cuisine for
purchase all day/each day, and free tours of the Temple will
be available. A portion of the proceeds for this retreat will go
to the Second Harvest Food Bank of Central Florida and the
Animal Rights Foundation of Florida.
For more information on the “Heart of Devotion” Retreat
and to purchase tickets via Paypal, visit www.krishnadas.com.
See ad on page 39.

DNA Music with Solfeggio Frequencies Workshop

O

n Saturday, January 14 at 7pm, world-renowned meditation CD musicians, Omnipure, will present their music at
Aquarian Dreams. The workshop is said to give participants a deep healing meditative state of consciousness as they
listen to beautiful sounds, vibrations, and frequencies.
“In our lively and powerful workshop for all levels, we share with you our innovative healing techniques to assist
you in accessing your DNA through an alchemical process of Sound and Light through the divine beauty of Solfeggio
Frequencies,” said musicians Kirkland and Laura Ross, who are currently touring North America.
The workshop will include Music of Love Light Wisdom and Power to demonstrate how to radiate high frequency
energy throughout the body, which ultimately serves to raise the vibration of the body, according to Ross.
Cost for the workshop is $20, which includes an OMNIPURE CD at the event. Contact Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave, Indialantic. 321-729-9495. cheri@aquariandreams.com. www.aquariandreams.com. See ad on page 3.

Make your community a little

GREENER…
Support our advertisers

For every $100 spent
in locally-owned
business, $68 returns
to the community
source: the350project.net
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Science Confirms Benefits
of Herbal Brews

E

njoy your next cup of herbal tea while
toasting to better health. U.S. Department of
Agriculture-funded researchers have confirmed
the science-based health benefits of three of
Americans’ favorite herbal teas.
Chamomile tea has long been said to soothe
a troubled belly and restless mind. After
reviewing scientific literature on the herb’s
beneficial bioactivity, the study team published
an article in Agricultural Research describing
test-tube evidence that the beverage also
offers moderate antimicrobial and significant
anti-platelet-clumping action. They found
that peppermint tea also shows significant
antimicrobial, plus antiviral, antioxidant
and antitumor actions, and even some
antiallergenic potential. After reviewing human
clinical trials, the researchers further reported that drinking hibiscus tea lowered
blood pressure in a group of pre-hypertensive and mildly hypertensive adults.

Calm Work Stress

F

eeling psychologically strained or blue at
work? A simple, daily B vitamin supplement
may be an answer.
Australia’s Centre for Human
Psychopharmacology, at Swinburne University
of Technology, and the National Institute of
Complementary Medicine recently partnered
in a study assessing the personalities, work
demands and mood, anxiety and strain
experienced by 60 men and women. Half the
group took a nutrient-herb-blend supplement
with the full spectrum of B vitamins plus
calcium, magnesium and vitamin C, nutrients
known to help with the stress response; and
passionflower and oats, which also soothe
the nervous system. The other half received a
placebo.
At the end of three months, controlling
for differences in personality and work demands, the B-complex treatment group
reported significantly lower personal strain. The supplement group also reported
decreased feelings of depression/dejection, anger/hostility and tension/anxiety, as
well as less fatigue. The placebo group noticed no such changes.
It’s wise to talk with a doctor or other health professional before beginning any
supplementation program; bottled Bs may interact with certain medications and
with each other. B vitamins occur naturally in meat and tuna; whole grains; leafy
greens like collards, kale and Swiss chard; lentils and beans; broccoli, Brussels
sprouts and cabbage; and potatoes and oranges.
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EAT BREAKFAST
TO SHED POUNDS

Y

es, breakfast is the most important
meal of the day, says Heather Leidy,
an assistant professor in the University
of Missouri’s department of nutrition and
exercise physiology. “Everyone knows
that eating breakfast is important, but
many people still don’t make it a priority.”
Leidy’s research shows that a healthy
breakfast, especially one high in protein,
increases satiety and reduces hunger
throughout the day, making it a valuable
strategy to control appetite and regulate
food intake. Using functional magnetic
resonance imaging, she discovered why.
Eating a protein-rich breakfast works to
reduce the brain signals controlling food
motivation and reward-driven eating
behavior.

FASTING IS GOOD
FOR THE HEART

N

ew evidence from cardiac
researchers at the Heart Institute at
Intermountain Medical Center, in Utah,
suggests that routine, periodic fasting
is good for our health and specifically,
our heart, because it reduces weight
and levels of sugar and triglycerides
in the blood. The results expand upon
a 2007 Intermountain Healthcare
study showing a direct association
between fasting and a reduced risk of
coronary heart failure. The findings
were presented at
the 2011 annual
scientific sessions
of the American
College of
Cardiology,
in New
Orleans.
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Tangerines’ Tangible Gifts

T

angerines are sweet, affordable and in season, and now there’s another reason to
stock up on this juicy fruit. Researchers from the University of Western Ontario
have discovered that a tangerine flavonoid, nobiletin, appears to help prevent obesity
and protect against Type 2 diabetes and atherosclerosis, the leading cause of heart
attacks and strokes.
When the researchers fed mice a “Western” diet high in fats and simple sugars,
they became obese, showing all the signs associated with metabolic syndrome:
elevated cholesterol and triglycerides, high blood levels of insulin and glucose, and
fatty livers. A second group of mice—fed the same unhealthy diet, but
with nobiletin added—experienced no symptoms of metabolic
syndrome and gained weight normally. Ingesting
nobiletin also prevented the buildup of fat in the
liver by stimulating genes that help burn excess
body fat, while inhibiting genes responsible for
manufacturing it.

THE HEAVY SECRET OF FAKE FATS

F

ood containing synthetic fats—which taste like natural fats,
but with fewer calories—may sound enticing to dieters.
However, fat substitutes used in low-calorie potato chips and
other processed foods could instead backfire and contribute to
weight gain and obesity. Findings by Purdue University scientists
published online in the American Psychological Association’s
journal, Behavioral Neuroscience, challenges marketing claims
that foods made with fat substitutes help with weight loss. Apparently, the hitch is
that synthetic fats can interfere with the body’s ability to regulate food intake, leading
to inefficient use of calories and weight gain.

PROBIOTICS HELP
PREVENT ECZEMA

A

study by researchers at the
Norwegian University of
Science and Technology shows
that the incidence of eczema in
children of mothers that drank
milk fortified with a probiotic
supplement during pregnancy and
while breastfeeding was about
half that experienced otherwise.
Source: British Journal of
Dermatology
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Start the New Year Relaxed! healthbriefs
Dawn Taber, LMT
$35 RelaxaƟon Massage
$45 TherapeuƟc Massage
Gift
Certificates
Available

(321) 745- 8275 By Appointment Only

www.dawntaberlmt.com
4680 Lipscomb St. N.E. Suite 5B
Palm Bay MM26413 • MA59712

KEEP YOUR
RESOLUTIONS
Overcome Your Conscious Mind
by Susan Sawyer

Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit
Marilyn
Hatha Yoga with Hallock

Guided yoga postures with
Stretching • Deep Breathing • Relaxation

$5 ~ pay at the door
Proceeds go to local charities
Pelican Beach Clubhouse
Mon & Wed, 6:30-7:45pm

DRS Community Center
Tues & Thurs, 8-9:15am

Call Satellite Beach Recreation Dept • 321-773-6458

Experience gentle and effective chiropractic care
Family Care • Nutrition/Superfoods
Massage Therapy • Wellness
Sports Physicals • Auto Accidents
Numbness/Tingling • Sciatica
Neck/Low Back Pain • Headaches

Call today for a Free Consultation!

321-868-2225

mm24617

www.cocoaBeachChiropractic.com
3000 N. Atlantic Ave. Cocoa Beach

To keep the body in good health is a duty...
otherwise we shall not be able to keep our
mind strong and clear.

~Buddha
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A

re you
REALLY
ready to
make changes in
your life? As the
New Year begins,
countless thousands
of us are looking for
safe, pleasant and
effective ways to
keep our resolutions heading us in the right direction for better
health and overall wellness. Whether you want to drop excess
weight, stop smoking, manage stress or even sleep better at
night, hypnosis has been proven to make these changes in
easy, even seemingly effortless ways!
According to the National Association of CognitiveBehavioral Therapists, the average number of “Brief Therapy”
sessions required to see significant change is 16, those in
Psychoanalysis can often expect to go to sessions for years,
while the average number of sessions required to change
a single issue using hypnosis, is just three sessions. This is
because the Conscious Mind, that part of the brain which is
analytical and judgmental, often “gets in the way” of making
changes in thoughts and behaviors. On the other hand, your
powerful Subconscious Mind can assist you in transforming
the way your brain receives information (stimulus) and then
processes and responds to it, in very short order.
Working together as a team, a hypnotist and their client can
literally “re-train” the brain to think differently about eating
habits, addictive cravings, stressors and many other issues
that keep us from living our best and healthiest lives. These
changes can often be noticed, following the very first session.
You may not be aware that factors such as stress, sadness or
insomnia can affect other areas of your life, like your ability
to manage your weight. A well trained hypnotist will pick up
on those potential pitfalls during your first scheduled visit and
be sure to help you incorporate needed input which will assist
you in avoiding those obstacles.
Susan Sawyer, BS, CMCHt, LLC is a Board Certified Master
Clinical Hypnotist with a private practice located at 476
N. Hwy. A1A, Suite 4F, Satellite Beach, FL 32937. Further
information is available at www.sawyerhypnosis.com or by
calling 321-432-7267, to ask questions or set an appointment.
See ad on page 19.
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Listening to
Our Intuition
by Beth Lambdin

A

s the New Year takes hold,
intuition, that mysterious “sixth
sense,” is in the news. A current
New York Times bestseller, Thinking, Fast
and Slow, by Nobel-prize-winner Daniel
Kahneman, and a recent article in Whole
Living discuss this ancient inner wisdom
available to all of us. Intuition can be a
powerful guide – if we listen to it.
But, before exploring ways to tap
intuition, let’s take a moment to “define”
it and consider its origins. Webster boils
it down to “quick and ready insight.”
Intuition is an inner power, made up of
initial impressions and gut feelings, the

sense of knowing something without
knowing why we know it. The intuitive
“hits” we all get can take many forms: a
physical sensation, a vivid dream, words
or phrases that appear out of nowhere,
or just knowing that something is right
for you. Intuition is a phenomenon
that fosters creativity and may even be
life-saving. Many believe that intuition
springs from a mystical or divine origin,
while others argue that intuitive feelings
spring from memories and experiences.
David G. Myers, a social psychologist
and author of Intuition: Its Power
and Perils calls intuition “an ancient
biological wisdom,” and associates
it with our more primitive, limbic
brain. As humans evolved, so did the
prefrontal cortex which is the seat of
conscious thought. Myers suggests
that the mind works on two tracts: a
conscious rational, explicit level, and an
unconscious, intuitive, automatic level.
New studies suggest that the intuitive
level may be bigger (and more powerful)
than we originally imagined.
Maureen Hancock, a popular medium
and author of The Medium Next Door:
Adventures of a Real-Life Ghost Whisperer, compares intuition to the navigational
system in our cars: “It’s connected to a
satellite that always knows where you
are. Punch in the direction you want and
voila! – the GPS guides you step by step.”
Many of us yearn to tap into our
intuition to better understand ourselves,

be more at peace and improve our lives.
But, in a world rife with distractions,
how do we cultivate our intuition?
According to Hancock, decluttering
the mind is key. “When you clear the
clutter in your mind, you can hear an
inner voice that might help you go for
the right job, get out of the wrong one;
be clearer about the path to take and the
one to avoid. We all have gut feelings
and nudges from our higher selves. If
you learn to quiet your mind and listen
to them, everything flows more easily.
Go with the first thing that pops into
your head. It’s usually right.” Myers
agrees that first impressions are powerful
indicators of intuition at play. He says
that quick judgments have been found to
be superior to analyzed ones.
Psychiatrist Judith Orloff, who lectures
widely on intuitive healing, says that we
can all sharpen this tool. She trains her
patients to “awaken” through meditation,
dream interpretation and body awareness. Hancock encourages her clients not
to overthink things, and instead measure
their intuitive hits in their hearts. All
agree that it’s important to listen to the
wisdom knocking at your door.
Beth Lambdin, MBA, MS, Brennan
Integration Practitioner and Licensed
Massage Therapist, offers a variety of
body-mind-energetic therapies that help
tap into intuition. She practices at the
Cocoa Beach Wellness Center, 236 N.
Atlantic Avenue, 321-298-2743, beth@
bethlambdin.com, www.bethlambdin.
com. See ad on page 46.

ayurveda • free chiropractic screenings • holistic medicine • raw food • organic products
weight loss • natural dentistry • nutrition • workshops • tai chi • yoga • …MIND-BODY FITNESS

Healthy Living
E X P O S
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9th Annual

Saturday, February 25th, 2012
10am-4pm • Crowne Plaza, Indialantic

Caring for your health and the environ ment
www.HealthyLivingExpos.com
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Pare Down your
Apple Shape

Lo
Looking
for a Home-style meal
prepared by a Professional Chef?
Excite your taste buds with a wide variety of
vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free, &
hormone-free meats prepared fresh to the order.

by Kris Maki, WHNP

Key West atmosphere with Wi-Fi.

Take the belly fat quiz:

Serving Breakfast & Lunch
Friday Dinner by reservation
Small events & gatherings are welcomed!
902 FLORIDA AVE, COCOA

1. Do you have central obesity or
an apple body shape?
2. Do you have elevated blood
pressure?
3. Do you have abnormal blood
sugar or insulin levels?

321-631-2030

www.facebook.com/sogoodcottagecafe

4. Do you have elevated
triglycerides?
5. Do you have high LDL (bad)
cholesterol and or low HDL
(good) cholesterol?
If you answered
yes to 3 or more
of the questions
above, then you
may have Metabolic
Syndrome; a
combination of
conditions that
increase the risk of
developing heart
disease and type
2 diabetes. It is
never too late to
take action, even if
you’re passed the
middle age mark!
Consult a physician and ask for a
solution that centers on therapeutic
lifestyle changes such as healthy
nutrition, nutritional products, exercise,
and stress management. Look for a
program that addresses weight loss and
underlying factors like blood sugar and
the inflammation process. By committing
to a program of support and lifestyle
changes, you will begin the process
of attaining increased energy, healthy
habits, decreased inflammation and an
improved lifestyle.
Kris Maki, Restoration Medicine/
Lifestyle Medicine, offers the FirstLine
Therapy program to address Metabolic
Syndrome. Restoration Medicine is
located in Merritt Island. Call 321-3056254 or visit www.MakiMD.com for
more information. See ad on page 11.

An Aromatic Apocathary & Botanical Boutique
Natures Spirit specialty products
are hand blended by Doreen.

Pure Essential Oils • Bases • Extensive Product Line Since 1988
Botanical Blends for *Body* Mind *Spirit & Soul
Synergies for enhancing wholistic wellness.
Custom Blends Created for and with You • Mood Enhancing!

Everything for you, your family &
pets & the atmosphere too!

321-632-1221

1540 Highland Avenue, Eau Gallie
Tuesday-Saturday 11am-6pm

www.NatureSpirit.com

Ongoing Classes & Workshoppes

Doreende33@yahoo.com

Let the POWER of Your Mind help improve:
Stress, Weight, Smoking, Sleep, Focus,
Confidence, Fears, Cravings and much more!
Board Certified Master Clinical Hypnosis
Certified Emotional Freedom Technique Trainer
Brevard County’s Past Life Regression Specialist

Susan M. Sawyer, BS, CMCHt, LLC
321-432-7267
476 North Hwy. A1A, Ste 4F, Satellite Beach

www.sawyerhypnosis.com

POWERFUL HEALING
THROUGH ENERGY MEDICINE
Experience an Enlightened Approach to Wellness
Transformational Bodywork | Emotional Clearing
Healing Through the Chakras

321-543-8587
320 Fourth Ave., Indialantic

For a full menu of services, fees, packages &
class schedule visit: www.karenstresau.com
natural awakenings

Karen Stresau, BS, LMT
Brennan Healing Science Practitioner
Sacred Lomi Hawaiian Massage
Certified Emotional Clearing Facilitator
MA #44244/MM #4010
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Faux Food

News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Demand Labels on Genetically
Engineered Foods
The United
States is a rarity
among developed countries
in that it does
not require labeling of genetically engineered
(GE) foods.
Russia, Japan,
China, Australia,
New Zealand and 15 nations in the
European Union require notice of GE
content. A poll by ABC News shows
that 93 percent of Americans want the
federal government to require mandatory labeling of these foods.
The nonprofit Center for Food Safety
(CFS) has filed a petition with the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
demanding that the agency require
the labeling of GE foods, on behalf of
the Just Label It campaign (JustLabelIt.
org), a coalition of 350 companies,
organizations, scientists, doctors and
individuals dedicated to food safety
and consumer rights.
In 1992, the FDA issued a policy
statement that GE foods were not
“materially” different than traditional
foods, and so did not need to be
labeled. Agency policy severely constricts differences only to alterations
that can be tasted, smelled or otherwise detected through the five senses.
CFS Executive Director Andrew
Kimbrell states, “Current FDA policy
uses 19th-century rationale for a 21stcentury issue, leaving consumers in
the dark as to hidden changes to their
food. It is long overdue that the FDA
acknowledges the myriad reasons
genetically engineered foods should
be labeled and label these novel foods
once and for all.” Critics claim that
GE foods are linked to both personal
health and environmental risks.
Tell the FDA to label GE foods and
more at CenterForFoodSafety.org and
TrueFoodNow.org.
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Resilient Communities
Volunteerism Remains Strong in America
More than 60 million Americans
volunteered 8 billion hours of their
services in 2010, holding steady with
the previous year, according to the
latest report by the Corporation for
National and Community Service
(CNCS), released late last year.
Communities are benefiting from
their work in mentoring and tutoring
youth, fundraising and providing food,
transportation and general labor, including disaster relief.
“Every day, volunteers of all ages are giving their time and talents to solve
problems and make our country stronger,” says Robert Velasco II, acting CEO of
CNCS. He observes that civic involvement increases as people become more
deeply rooted in their communities through family, work and school ties.
The members of Generation X (born 1965 to 1981) are volunteer stars, having
contributed 2.3 billion hours in 2010, 110 million more than the year before.
Teen volunteer rates were also up from 2002 through 2010, compared to 1989.
A Volunteering in America report attributes this to emphasis on service-learning
in high schools, the influence of parents that volunteer, social networking and the
ease of finding opportunities via the Internet.
To find local volunteer opportunities by category, visit Serve.gov or AllForGood.org.

Fishy Business
Something’s Spawning Gender-Bent Fish
A French study examining wild gudgeon fish that live directly downstream
from a pharmaceutical drug manufacturing plant found that up to 80 percent
of them exhibited both male and female traits in their sex organs. Such sex
abnormalities indicate endocrine disruption that can foreshadow larger effects
on fish populations because of reductions in breeding abilities. Upstream of
the plant, only 5 percent of such intersex fish were detected.
Excreted pharmaceuticals can enter the environment from sewage
treatment plants or the flushing of unwanted or old drugs down the toilet.
They also can directly enter waterways via discharge into rivers and streams
by drug manufacturing plants. The study is the first to link discharge from
a drug plant, rather than a sewage plant, with physical and chemical
changes in fish.
The inquiry was initiated after fishermen along the Dore
River, in France, noticed swollen bellies and abnormal
innards in the wild gudgeon fish. Study results
were published in the journal Environmental
International. More research is needed to
identify the types and levels of specific
drugs in the water at each site.
Source: EnvironmentalHealthNews.com
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Going Out Green

A NEW DAY
A NEW APP

New Mortuary Practices
Reduce Mercury Pollution
Resomation, Ltd., in Glasgow,
Scotland, has invented a new
alkaline hydrolysis unit as a green
alternative to cremation. Founder Sandy Sullivan
plans to install the first one in America at the AndersonMcQueen Funeral Home, in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Mercury from dental fillings vaporized in crematoria has been blamed for up
to 16 percent of British airborne mercury emissions, and many facilities there are
fitting costly mercury filtration systems to meet reduced emission targets.
The device dissolves the body in heated, pressurized, alkaline water. Makers
claim the process produces one-third less greenhouse gas than cremation, uses
one-seventh of the energy and allows for complete separation of mercury-laden
dental amalgam for safe disposal.
Sullivan, a biochemist, says tests have proven the effluent is sterile, contains no
DNA and poses no environmental risk. He believes it can rival cremation for cost.
The technology has been legalized in seven states to date.
Another green alternative, Promession, is under development by Swedish
Biologist Susanne Wiigh-Masak. It involves a fully automated machine that
removes the body from the coffin and freezes it with liquid nitrogen. Vibrating
breaks the corpse into fragments, which are then dried, refined and filtered to
remove dental amalgam and other metals. The remains are then automatically
poured into a biodegradable container for shallow burial.
Wiigh-Masak likens the process to composting, in which organic materials
convert to soil within weeks. She says that 60 countries around the world have
expressed interest in the technology.
Source: BBC News

Enjoy Natural
Awakenings
on the GO!
Download from the iTunes
app store for FREE
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are many options available to help
maintain an ideal weight and overall
health. Let’s take a look at some
natural ways to get healthier, have fun,
and lose some weight.

Fitness

NATURAL

WEIGHT-LOSS
Holistic Therapies for Best-Ever Health
by Julie Peterson

A

mericans need to lose weight.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), obesity is a national epidemic
that’s on the rise. In 2009, nine states
had obesity rates of at least 30%.
Florida falls in with the majority of the
country as having more than 20% (but
less than 30%) obesity among adults.
What has caused this epidemic? The
CDC’s number one reason is that
people eat too much food and get too
little exercise. The solution, according
to the CDC, is to eat less and move
more. Unfortunately, it’s not always
that simple.
There are many people out there
who are moving plenty, eating right,
and still gaining weight. Fortunately
we have holistic doctors who are
working on this puzzle. Through
various methods of gathering data
on bodily functions and measuring
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hormones, vitamins, nutrients, and
things like thyroid balance, these
doctors are explaining weight gain in
different terms.
For those who have struggled
with obesity or even just a few extra
pounds, “eat less and move more”
isn’t the life-changing advice needed
to move to a healthier place. When
underlying causes of weight gain can
be determined and corrected, it is
much more likely that someone will
be able to reach and maintain a target
weight. Luckily, there are numerous
holistic practitioners working on
weight-loss advances and making great
strides in this area.
Consulting knowledgeable experts
to determine the underlying causes
for weight gain is the best way to
go about a weight-loss program and
is especially true for people with
additional health concerns. There

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Our bodies were designed to move
and keep moving. Some level of
activity must be maintained to keep
all of our parts and systems operating
smoothly. Yet, some people cringe at
words like “run, workout, crunches,
or training.” There is good reason
for this. At some point, a “run”
probably caused suffering. Think of
fitness as fun and find a way to do it
without suffering. It just doesn’t make
sense to be a runner if running isn’t
comfortable or enjoyable with the
variety of choices available.
There are so many exercise centers
offering myriad fitness programs that
everyone can find something that works
in an enjoyable way. Yoga, Pilates, Tai
Chi, and many martial arts programs are
known to be wonderful for all over body
(and mind) fitness, as well as being
adaptable to various levels of ability. By
hiring a Pilates personal trainer you can
benefit from one-on-one attention.
How about playing like a child?
Frisbee, bikes, playground equipment,
and playing in the sand or the water
at the beach are all great ways to
get some exercise and have fun.
Another great childhood activity is
Hula Hooping. It can burn as much as
500 calories in an hour, according to
Heather Hoog of Hula Hooping Fitness
& Dance. Not only is hula hooping
fun, but it’s not the flimsy plastic hoop
from days gone by. Hoops are heavier
and bigger (i.e., easier to use) and it
turns out that it is a great exercise for
core strength (goodbye, crunches!).

Nutrition
While eating less is probably a
good idea for many, what we eat
is probably more important to
think about. Fast, convenient, and
processed foods are everywhere.
And with all the supplements, herbs,
and confusing claims on food labels
it’s easy to give in and just grab the
old favorites. Try to take some time
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when grocery shopping and make
just a few changes each trip. For
example, select a new high-fiber fruit
or vegetable you have never tried
before and incorporate it into your
diet instead of the usual suspects.
Unique ingredients inspire creating
new recipes which stimulates the
brain as well as the appetite. Savor
the difference. Increasing the amount
of whole foods (foods that aren’t
processed) is also a great idea.
When the body is deficient in
nutrients or suffering from illness or
inflammation, dietary changes won’t
be enough. After blood test results,
Dr. Sadhwani at Quality Health Care
Wellness and Fitness Center offers
patients advice on which supplements
are needed to boost personal
deficiencies and put the body back
in balance. In addition, Sadhwani
believes that the benefits of pure
Omega-3 fish oils as a supplement
cannot be overstated in the effort to
improve the body on a cellular level.
Not only does it offer benefits for the
heart, brain, joints, and skin, but it also
helps reduce weight.
Dr. Brian Walsh, D.C., CARE
Chiropractic & Wellness Center, also
believes that nutrition plays a crucial
role in the symptoms exhibited by the
body. Through Nutrition Response
TestingSM, a non-invasive analysis of
the body, the underlying causes of
poor health can be determined. A
Designed Clinical Nutrition program
is then developed for the patient to
correct those issues.

Lifestyle Programs
Supervised programs that incorporate
personalized plans for lifestyle changes
can support weight-loss and a return
to vital health. Programs that include
fitness, such as therapeutic yoga, and
nutritional plans that integrate raw and
whole foods, green smoothies, and a
low glycemic index will help target
underlying factors such as blood sugar
imbalance and internal inflammation.
(See sidebar for a green smoothie
recipe to try.)
Taking the patient’s total internal
and external environment into
account is how Dr. Rebecca Hunton at
Wellspring Medical Center approaches

any condition. As a certified FirstLine
Therapy physician, which is the
only studied and clinically validated
therapeutic lifestyle modification
program, Dr. Hunton helps patients
address issues through a combination
of herbal and vitamin supplements,
medical foods, personalized diet/
lifestyle plans, and medications.
Dr. Hunton also considers hormone
balance when analyzing a patient’s
overall health.

Detoxification
The human body naturally detoxifies
as part of its normal bodily functions.
The body can eliminate toxins through
the colon, liver, kidneys, lungs, lymph,
and skin. However, pollution in the air,
water, and food can overwhelm the
natural detoxifying ability of the body.
Holistic MD, Dr. Holyk, believes that
toxic overload is the most overlooked
cause of unexplained weight gain. He
says that our bodies protect us from
toxins by storing them in fat, actually
surrounding them in a protective
cocoon. Dr. Holyk tests patients
for toxic load and helps patients

Select a new
high-fiber fruit or
vegetable you have
never tried before and
incorporate it into
your diet instead of
the usual suspects

detox before weight loss. He offers
prescription hCG, digestive healing,
hormone balancing, food allergy
testing, and nutrient absorption testing.
Herbal cleanses, detox products,
and colon hydrotherapy are natural
therapies that target detoxification.
Herbal cleanses typically come in the
form of a supplement that contains
plant-derived soluble and insoluble
fiber and detoxifying herbs. Herbal
colon cleansers assist the body in
cleansing the colon of accumulated
toxic build-up and impacted fecal
matter. Colon hydrotherapy removes
waste from the large intestine by
introducing filtered, temperatureregulated water to soften and loosen
feces. This flushing process includes
evacuation of waste and modesty
is maintained at all times. There
are also product lines that consist
of shakes, soups, snack bars, and
more that are designed to support
the body in detoxifying, weight loss,
and supplementation of nutrients.
Provided by a certified professional,
various methods of detoxification can
be a helpful tool for weight loss and
general wellness.
There are many more ways to lose
weight. The key is finding the process
and the practitioner that is right for
you. Listen to your body and your
mind, find a trusted professional, and
increase your wellness.
Following is a guide for local
practitioners providing natural weightloss services.

Green Smoothie
by Kimberle Smith

1 cup spinach
1 banana
1 orange
5 Brazil nuts
12oz water, coconut
water, or almond milk
Blend and enjoy
natural awakenings
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Natural Weight-loss
PRACTITIONERS
ANNE-MARIE DEROUAULT,
PHD, MA, RYT500

CARE CHIROPRACTIC &
WELLNESS CENTER

50,000+ potential clients will
be looking for resources under
categories such as holistic
health, fitness, eco-friendly
products and services, and more
in this handy guide.

Anne-Marie has
a Living Food
diploma from
the Tree of
Life Rejuvenation Center
and a Master’s
in Psychology. She offers
Whole Person
Development programs combining
scientific methods with her experience from 10 years on live foods
and lifelong practice of therapeutic
yoga. Energy Management leads to
optimal weight based on Phases 1
and 2 of Gabriel Cousen’s cuisine,
easy to implement and life lasting.
Life Enhancement clears the baggage of old patterns and negative
emotions. 321-431-5054, AnneMarie@EmergenceResources.com,
www.EmergenceResources.com

Dr. Brian Walsh
and Dr. Michele
Munnich are
two of only 12
physicians in
Florida with
advanced certification in Nutrition Response TestingSM. This non-invasive
system analyzes the body to determine
the underlying cause of health issues.
There may be hidden causes to stubborn weight issues, such as metal or
chemical toxicity, food sensitivities,
etc. Using a clinical nutrition program
designed specifically for the individual,
stubborn weight and other health
issues can be overcome. 321-7281387, info@drwalshcares.com, www.
drwalshcares.com

This issue is kept year-round
for easy reference.

CANDICE KLEIN, M.ED, LMT,CT

Where will you be when
our readers are looking
for you?
Be found in the

The Natural
Living Directory
An annual guide for healthy
living and a healthy planet.

Be sure your business is listed in
this natural phone book.

Call today 321-600-1211 or visit
myNaturalDirectory.com
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1. Lose weight.
2. Exercise
more. 3. Get my
groove back.
4. Get into my
skinny jeans.
Make 2012 the
year these goals
can be crossed
off not carried over. Join Candice in
a proven, successful “getting fit” program incorporating healthy eating and
exercise created with science and designed to educate, provide camaraderie, and longevity. Use the knowledge
to manifest your healthy future. Join
Candice and take the challenge and
see what you’ve got to lose. 321-7258347, Candice@happycolons.com,
www.Happycolons.com MA8163

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

HEALTH FOR LIFE, KAS
GHAYAL, RPH, CDE
Kas Ghayal,
27-year Brevard
resident, is a
Certified Lifestyle
Educator,
Certified Diabetes
Educator, a
Diplomate in
Homeopathy
and a Registered
Pharmacist. His experience in both
eastern and western health modalities
allows him to customize non-invasive,
science-based, affordable programs.
Transform yourself in 2012 by using
a revolutionary nutritional cleansing
and fat burning technology currently
endorsed by leading experts and
doctors. You will experience safe
fat loss, an increase in energy while
removing impurities and replenishing
vital nutrients. Workshops, free
consultations. 321-259-0555,
www.cleansing101.isagenix.com
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HULA HOOPING FITNESS
& DANCE

SARAH NEPHEW, PILATES AND
FITNESS – PRIVATE STUDIO

Hula hooping with
Heather Hoog is a fun
way to build strength,
lose weight, and gain
confidence. Get hooked
on this core building,
low-impact exercise.
Heather started hula
hooping for the fitness
benefits and lost a total of 40 pounds. Picking up your hoop periodically throughout the
day can sneak in fat burning fitness. Heather
has trained with hoop super stars and has her
Hoopnatica Level 2 Hoop Instructor Certification. Beginner classes, meet up dates, and
hula hoops for purchase. Brevard, 321-2083696, www.nachograndmas.com

One of the best ways to
look and feel thinner is
to have beautiful posture.
Pilates creates a leaner
look by emphasizing
both length and good
alignment. Creating lean
muscle mass, as Pilates
does with the additional
fat-burning from Fitness Training, is one of
the best ways to increase your calorie-burning potential. Hiring an experienced Certified Specialist like Sarah Nephew to focus
on your particular personal needs and goals,
will help you attain success faster and safer.
Private Studio accommodates one client at a
time, without the usual distraction of a commercial facility. Near Pineda extension, 321698-3003, PilatesandFitness@gmail.com

POSITIVE CHANGE, HEALTHY
WEIGHT MASTERY PROGRAM
For over 20 years,
Michael Gallarano
and Janice O’Han,
owners of Positive
Change Health
Center in Sebastian,
have been coaching
people to achieve
a combination of offerings including Hypnotherapy, Food Education, Coaching, Juice
Fasting, Detoxification and more to choose
from – making this a journey of learning and
mastering the steps to get back to the true
you. 772-589-6869, www.positivecenter.com

KIMBERLE SMITH, LMT/CT
Juicing coach and living
food chef, Kimberle
Smith, has been helping people cleanse and
rejuvenate with simple
programs that offer lasting results for over 15
years. Her professional
colon therapy office
uses disposable equipment and comfortable
surroundings. Combine your treatment with
a far-infrared sauna, an aromatherapy body
or a therapeutic massage. Kim is the former
owner of A-Live & Healthy Organic Eatery
and is available for guided juice fasting and
raw/living food coaching as well. 321-9600444, info@IslandWellnessCenterMI.com,
IslandWellnessCenterMI.com

SUE DUPONT, ISAGENIX
Sue Dupont, MS, MBA,
PT, ATC is a specialist in
the field of orthopedics
and sports medicine.
Sue offers nutritional
cleansing to accelerate
the removal of impurities
from the body and to
nourish the body with
vital nutrients. A cleansed and revitalized
body is stronger, resists illness better, is
more efficient and performs at a higher level
than one that is filled with impurities. Many
people notice an ability to reach and maintain
their ideal weight. 727-515-5787, suedupont.
myisagenix.com/products

WELL WITHIN
Dr. Sonja and
Noel Mountain
are on a mission
to help you regain wellness or
discover it for the first time. Their approach
helps identify hidden, underlying problems
that may be preventing weight loss or causing other symptoms. They test and recommend natural therapies that are specific to
each individual based on their body type
and evaluation results. Let them be your
“Partners in Wellness” to guide, enlighten,
and educate you to a healthier life. 321-7241212, www.WellWithinUs.com

BEE HEALTHY CONSULTANTS
Rockledge
321-636-0517
www.beehealthy.myshaklee.com
Is it possible to lose weight and gain health at
the same time? Yes, with CINCH! Cinch contains just the right amount of nutrition so you
can lose fat (inches) and gain muscle.

EMERGENCE RESOURCES LLC
Merritt Island
321-431-5054
www.EmergenceResources.com
Energy Management includes live foods for
optimal weight and vitality; relaxation to
promote healing; and therapeutic yoga. Life
Enhancement helps manage anxiety and negative emotions.

HEALTH FOR LIFE
402 N Babcock St, Suite 101
Melbourne, 321-259-0555
www.cleansing101.isagenix.com
Our holistic practice offers healthy, non-drug
solutions for your weight-loss success. We
can explain the difference between weight
loss and safe non-surgical fat reduction.

HULA HOOPING FITNESS
& DANCE
Brevard
321-208-3696
www.nachograndmas.com
Hula hooping with Heather Hoog is a fun
way to build strength, lose weight, and gain
confidence. Get hooked on this core building,
low-impact exercise.

PILATES AND FITNESS –
PRIVATE STUDIO
Sarah Nephew
Near Pineda Extension, Melbourne
321-698-3003
Experience the fat-burning potential with
Sarah’s unique combination of Pilates and
Fitness training. Attain that lean healthy body
faster and safer with one-on-one attention.

WELL WITHIN
401 4th Ave, Indialantic
321-724-1212
www.WellWithinUs.com
We utilize clinical kinesiology testing to uncover hidden causes of your stubborn weight
and recommend custom programs based on
your individual results and body type.
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consciouseating

DO YOU KNOW WHERE
YOUR FOOD COMES FROM?
Foods & Beverages shipped from
Jordan Rubin’s farm directly to your door.
• USDA Certified Organic Pastures
• GreenFed Beef and Cultured Dairy
• Artisan-made Raw Cheese
• Pure Springs Water
• Botanically Infused Beverages
• Organic Dark Chocolate
We are on a mission to change your diet,
change your life, and change your world.

Jason & Sandra Miller
INDEPENDENT MISSION MARKETER

(321) 431-8771

www.spacecoast.mybeyondorganic.com

Vero Beach
Qi-gong Society
The cloudwalker is the
Art of nourishing life..
Energy Field Therapy • Private/Public Classes
Instructional Course • Health Enhancing System

POWER
FOODS

7

BOOST ENERGY,
LOSE WEIGHT

o say that Brendan Brazier, a
former professional triathlete from
Vancouver, Canada, has energy to
spare is an understatement. Brazier has
turned his vegan Ironman success into
a triptych of bestselling books: Thrive,
Thrive Fitness and his new cookbook,
Thrive Foods: 200 Plant-Based Recipes
for Peak Health. He has created the
Vega line of whole food products and
become an activist for improving the
health of people and the planet through
food choices.
“I discovered that with the perfect
combination of the right foods, it was
possible to achieve incredible levels of
fitness that went far beyond what I could
have achieved on a regular diet,” he
explains. “The perfect combination for
Brendan Brazier

Special programs for Fibromyalgia,
multi-chemical sensitivity and
immune system deficiencies.

772-569-4090

www.thecloudwalker.com

Led by Richard & Diana Daffner, M.A.

authors of Tantric Sex for Busy Couples

Romantic Vacation Workshops

Transform Your Relationship into a Love Affair

JAMAICA

JAN 21-28

Valentine’s Weekends

Siesta Key
Feb 10-12

(Sarasota)
Feb 17-19

Ft. Lauderdale

Feb 24-26

Create Magic in your Relationship!
visit

Brazier’s Seven Super Foods

by Judith Fertig

T

IntimacyRetreats.com

me is a whole food, Earth-friendly plantbased diet. But even small changes—like
adding these seven clean, quality super
foods to a person’s daily diet—can help
decrease body fat, diminish visible signs
of aging, boost energy without caffeine or
sugar, enhance mood and improve sleep
quality.”

Maca. This root vegetable from South
America increases energy by nutrition,
not stimulation, advises Brazier, who
recommends the gelatinized form for
best results and often adds it to a drink
after a workout.
Hemp protein. Rich in omega-3 and
omega-4 essential fatty acids, hemp
protein powder makes a great base for
a smoothie.
Fresh ginger and ground, dried
turmeric. These spices help the blood
circulate more efficiently, and thus
boost energy. Brazier adds them to
drinks or smoothies.
Chia. Small, white chia seeds help
sustain energy and maintain a feeling of
fullness. He enjoys them in a blueberry
chia breakfast pudding.
Fresh leafy greens. Brazier believes
the consumption of chlorophyll-rich,
leafy green vegetables, combined with
moderate exercise, is the best way to
create a biologically younger body.
Chlorella. This freshwater green
algae, taken as a dietary supplement,
is best known as a powerful energy
enhancer and brain booster.
Green tea. Rich in chlorophyll and
antioxidants, green tea causes a slow,
steady release of energy over the course
of several hours.
“Each new year brings fresh resolve to
launch healthier habits that lead to fitter
bodies, better sleep, increased
performance and happier lives,”
says Brazier. “Diet is one of the
things we have the power to change
right now in order to begin to thrive.”
Judith Fertig celebrates healthy
cooking at AlfrescoFoodAnd
Lifestyle.blogspot.com.

Call for Brochure More Dates Private Sessions

(941) 349-6804 (1-877-282-4244)
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7STEPS TO THRIVE

A N O ASIS FOR
Y OUR W ELL -B EING

by Brendan Brazier
The beauty of a good
diet is that the right
foods will not only help
us overcome nutritional
stress, but also other
negative stressors,
like pollution and
environmental toxins.
Plus, we’ll be able to
better perform during
positive demands like
exercise and educational
activities. My
recommended action plan consists of seven easy steps.
Step One. Examine your current diet. What things are
you eating that might be reducing your energy or aren’t
supporting your health and fitness goals?
Step Two. Prepare for success by researching and
listing foods that are conducive to thriving.
Step Three. Graze throughout the day. Eating several
small meals helps maintain energy levels, eases digestive
strain and spreads nutrients to sustain us all day.
Step Four. Drink a nutritious smoothie each day—it
delivers whole food nutrition that’s easy on the digestive
system and provides lasting energy. Here is a go-to
favorite.
Mango Cashew Smoothie
½ cup powdered hemp protein
1 cup mango, fresh, frozen or pulp
½ cup soaked raw cashews
½ tsp vanilla extract
1 Tbsp maple syrup (or agave nectar)
1½ cups purified water
½ cup ice
Purée all ingredients in a blender until smooth.
Step Five. Eat a big, green salad every day; these are a
staple when eating to thrive.
Step Six. Eat a raw energy bar every day; it’s an easy way
to pack nutrition into a convenient, easy-to-carry form.
Step Seven. Eat a substantial, balanced afternoon snack
to head off hunger and overeating at evening meals.
Consider healthy snacks—such as a handful of almonds,
macadamia nuts or walnuts; a serving of organic carrots,
celery or zucchini sticks; or an organic apple, pear or
orange—instead of processed convenience foods.
For more information, visit BrendanBrazier.com or join a
free online program at ThriveIn30.com.

Joanna Helms,
BA, RH (AHG)

Registered Herbalist
American Herbalist Guild

321-779-4647

1300 Pinetree Drive, Suite 3
Indian Harbour Beach

Sign up for our
email newsletter

Handmade:

Custom Herbal Formulations
Soaps • Salves • Lotions
Teas • Private Consultations
Tinctures • And More...

Hours:

11am-6pm • Tuesday-Friday
11am-4pm • Saturday

Weekly Classes Available

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Check out our weight-loss support teas and capsules!
Fundamentals of Herbalism certification course coming
soon. Register by late February to secure your spot.

Start the year off right....

DETOX your body!
We offer a naturally safe, effective, homeopathic
WHOLE-bodyy detox regimen,
g
, with or without acupuncture.

Visit us at
our new office!
Angela King, AP, DOM
Jessica Pesha, AP, DOM
Stephanie Buttaccio, AP, DOM
natural awakenings

772-564-8383
1345 36th Street
Suite B, Vero Beach
January 2012
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WE HAVE WARM HEARTS
FOR COLD NOSES!
Dr. Randy Divine and Dr. Laura Baldwin
We offer: Acupuncture, Laser Therapy,
Nutrition Consults, Internal Medicine,
Surgery, 24-hour Emergency Service.
M-F 7:30am-5:30pm
& Sat 8:30am-12:30pm
654 21st St Vero Beach 32960
(Miracle Mile Plaza)

DIVINE
Animal Hospital
772-299-3665

www.DivineAnimalHospital.com

Effect the
the Rest
PET
FRIENDLY

Organic & Low Impact
Pest Control Personalized
for your Home
PEOPLE
FRIENDLY

NATURE’S BEST

Pest Detection & Elimination, Inc

321-693-4100
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ANIMAL
ACUPUNCTURE
TCM Is Not Just for Humans Anymore
by Dr. Jenny Taylor

V

eterinarians that practice a
holistic approach appreciate that
traditional Western schooling
equips them to use antibiotics and other
drugs to lessen troubling symptoms, but
they also ask: “Do drugs vanquish the
root of the problem? Why do so many
patients return with new symptoms that
suggest the need for more drugs? Are
permanent health and healing possible?”

Traditional Eastern Practices
While Western medicine has
traditionally focused on fixing the parts
of the animal that are not functioning
normally, Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) focuses on systematically
restoring what is out of balance and
affecting the quality of an animal’s life
as a whole.
This ancient method of treating
illness uses acupuncture alongside
other modalities such as acupressure,
massage, nutrition, herbs, exercise and

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

meditation. TCM practitioners believe
that health can be defined as a state
of harmony; if the body moves out of
harmony with itself and the external
environment, dis-ease and energy
stagnation occur. TCM aims to unblock
this stagnation and return the body to
harmony and health.
Although acupuncture has been
used to treat humans for some 5,000
years, the first recorded application
to an animal was about 3,500 years
ago, when an elephant was treated
for stomach bloat. Treatment of farm
animals in rural China and Korea
soon followed, but written evidence
of its use on household pets has been
documented only from the 20th
century. From the Latin acus, meaning
“needle,” and
pungere, meaning “to pierce,”
practitioners place tiny, thin, sterile
needles under the skin at precise
points, with the intention of moving chi
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(pronounced CHEE) around the body to
prevent or treat disease.
In 1974, The International Veterinary
Acupuncture Society was founded to
help educate and direct veterinarians
in integrating TCM and acupuncture
into their practices. The society has
since become the premier governing
and licensing body for veterinary
acupuncturists, with more than 500
licensed practitioners in the United
States alone.
It’s vital to note that because most
states classify acupuncture as a surgical
procedure, it can only be legally
practiced by a licensed veterinarian
certified in acupuncture. These same
states often similarly restrict the practice
of acupressure (applying pressure to
acupuncture points, instead of placing
needles, to move energy around in the
body). This is important to understand,
because if a pet owner engages an
unlicensed, non-certified practitioner,
he or she will not be able to file a
complaint with the state veterinary
medical board if a mistake is made that
harms the animal.

When to Consider
Acupuncture
Veterinary acupuncture is used to
treat conditions ranging from muscle
injuries and paralysis to arthritis
and neurologic, gastrointestinal and
reproductive disorders. It is also
frequently used as a maintenance
procedure for healthy, athletic animals
that participate in performance

Looking for compassionate,
integrative health care for your pet?
Acupuncture l Chinese Herbal Medicine l Food Therapy
Tui-na (massage) l Full-Service Animal Hospital
Please call to schedule your pet for a comprehensive evaluation with Dr. Craig and
find ways to prevent and treat disease and improve your pet’s overall wellbeing.

Marcia Craig DVM, CVA
Animal Medical Clinic
4020 S. Babcock St • Melbourne

(321) 727-2421
www.animal-medical-clinic.com
natural awakenings
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competitions. Many thoroughbred racehorses, for example,
receive regular treatments.
Veterinary acupuncturists develop and implement
treatment plans based upon each animal’s needs, including
the recommended frequency of treatment, plus the
anatomical points that must be stimulated for successful
outcomes. Dealing with acute problems usually involves
more frequent treatments in initial stages that then taper off
within a few weeks.
While any illness or health problem can be treated using
acupuncture alone, if a pet experiences a chronic, recurring
health issue, it will likely benefit from a TCM program that
also includes complementary, customized, nutritional and
behavioral modifications. Veterinary acupuncturists often
recommend herbs and nutritional supplements to help
improve overall health. The focus is always on achieving
long-term balance and harmony and preventing future
illness, while treating current ailments.
Depending on their specialized training, vets may
introduce homotoxicology (combining homeopathy and
acupuncture that injects sterile, homeopathic liquids into
acupuncture points). Some vets surgically insert gold bead
implants into acupuncture points to provide continuous
stimulation of the needed healing energy force; this works
well for dogs with congenital defects like hip dysplasia, that
often require a lifetime of acupuncture treatments.

Find a Qualified Practitioner
The family veterinarian may have acupuncture certification
or be able to recommend a qualified colleague in the
area. Some leading national veterinary and acupuncture
organization websites provide directories to find qualified
practitioners by city and state. Acupuncture is now taught at
most U.S. veterinary colleges, and some experts predict that
board certification for TCM is fast approaching.
Dr. Jenny Taylor is trained in veterinary acupuncture,
herbology, Traditional Chinese Medicine and veterinary
homeopathy. Her Creature Comfort Holistic Veterinary Center,
in Oakland, California, is an award-winning regional pioneer.
She lectures worldwide and donates acupuncture and
homeopathy treatment for the Oakland Zoo’s wild animals.
Connect at CreatureComfort.com and Facebook.com/
creaturecomfort.holisticvet.

HELPFUL RESOURCES
National Organizations
American Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture aava.org
American Holistic Veterinary Medicine ahvma.org
Chi Institute-Dr. Huisheng Xie and Acupuncture
Institute tcvm.com
International Veterinary Acupuncture Society ivas.org

Other
Video of acupuncture on a dog Tinyurl.com/7ahksfv
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spotlight

Free Natural Awakenings App
Now Available

K

eeping in touch with the best choices for a green and healthy lifestyle is now
easier than ever, thanks to Natural Awakenings’ new iPhone and iPad app,
available as a free download at Apple’s iTunes App Store. Individuals on the
go can find products, practitioners and services dedicated to healthy living, right at
their fingertips. They can also read articles on the latest practical, natural approaches
to nutrition, fitness, creative expression, personal growth and sustainable living,
offered by national experts with fresh perspectives and inspired ideas.
The exclusive app instantly connects to user-friendly galleries: “Local Magazines”
includes a searchable listing of all Natural Awakenings franchise publishers, with
instant links to phone numbers and websites. “National Directory” lists healthy,
green businesses, resources and services, complete with directions. “This Month”
shows the current national magazine content, always fresh and new. “Healthy Kids”
is a collection of how-to articles that focus on raising, nurturing and empowering
vibrant children. “Natural Pets” offers an information resource dedicated to holistic
well-being for companion animals. “Article Archives,” a comprehensive library of
thousands of articles, is searchable by key words. “En Español” features an archive of
current and historical articles in Spanish.
“Our goal is to empower people to enjoy healthier, happier and longer lives,
wherever they are,” says Natural Awakenings founder Sharon Bruckman. “Offering
free access to Natural Awakenings’ powerful network of healthy living resources
through this exclusive app is yet another way for us to help people feel good, live
simply and laugh more.”
To download the free app, search “Natural Awakenings” in the iTunes App Store
or visit myNaturalAwakenings.com.

A
NEW
DAY
A
NEW
APP

t

w

t

f

s

Have your business listed in the Natural Awakenings App!
The national directory is searchable by all mobile smart phone devices and will
generate a Google map with your listing!
To obtain more information on having your business listed in the App, please
email Kris@my-NA.com

Enjoy Natural
Awakenings on the GO!
Your healthy living, healthy planet
lifestyle app for the iPhone & iPad.
• NATIONAL DIRECTORY

find healthy/green
businesses with directions
• THIS MONTH

all new content

• ARTICLE ARCHIVES

search thousands of topics
by keyword
• HEALTHY KIDS
• NATURAL PETS
• EN ESPAÑOL

buscar articulos en Español

Search iTunes app store for
“Natural Awakenings”
and download our FREE app!
natural awakenings
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healthykids

Soup’s On!
Healthy Choices Kids Love
by Claire O’Neil

Are you stuck in a rut?

Are your relationships
less than loving?
AS A CERTIFIED LIFE, HEALTH AND LAW OF
ATTRACTION COACH, I CAN HELP YOU:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase Self-esteem & Confidence
Improve Relationships
Enhance Interpersonal Skills
Boost Job Performance
Obtain Work & Life Balance
Create and Achieve Goals
Improve Your Health

COACHING by phone at 321-720-7349
Or by email at HelpwithHappiness@yahoo.com

Help with Happiness Coaching…
where breakthroughs happen!!
HelpwithHappiness.com
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“W

hat’s a surefire way to
get kids dashing to the
dinner table? Simmer
up a batch of hearty soup and then
sit back and watch it disappear,” says
Ken Haedrich. “Kids love soup,” he
maintains, “because it’s warm and
soothing and slurpy.” A former navy
Seabee and author of the classic Soup
Makes the Meal, Haedrich is a father
to four grown children. “Besides being
kid-friendly, soup has other advantages,”
he continues. “It can be made ahead of
time, and you’ll probably end up with
leftovers—a bonus for busy families.”
Soup is also a great way to get kids
interested in vegetables and in cooking.
“Starting at around 2 years old, kids
want to be in charge of what they eat,
just like they want to choose their own
clothes,” says Beth Bader, author of The
Cleaner Plate Club. So Bader and her
daughter Amelie started entertaining
fresh ways of looking at food. At the
grocery store or farmers’ market, for
example, they played “I Spy,” as in “I
spy something purple that tastes like....
Amelie could pick any vegetable
and we’d figure out how to cook it at
home—often in soup,” says Bader.
Chicken broth-based soups may also
boost immunity and help battle the

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

sniffles, according to researchers at the
University of Nebraska Medical Center.
Dr. Stephen Rennard and his colleagues
found that properties of chicken soup
help soothe sore throats and ease other
cold symptoms.
Soups made with vegetable broths
likewise offer anti-inflammatory
properties and comforting goodness,
maintains green living expert Annie
B. Bond. Inspired by Haedrich’s book,
Bond added her own spin to this soup
for her daughter.

Grandma’s Healing Soup
“This light, restorative soup is so delicious
you don’t have to be sick to enjoy it,” says
Bond. “Either way, its luscious fragrance
helps clear sinuses, and the potatoes
soothe the digestive tract. It’s a delightful
broth, filled with spinach, parsley, leeks
and garlic, that yields minerals, vitamins
and healing antioxidants, with some
winter root vegetables for sweetness. A
steaming bowlful on a cold winter day is
wonderfully comforting.”
Serves 4 to 5
1½ Tbsp olive oil
1 large leek, well washed, white parts
only, chopped
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photo by Stephen Gray Blancett

2 garlic cloves, minced
10 cups vegetable or chicken stock
1 Tbsp dried summer savory
2 tsp dried thyme
2 bay leaves
2 small Parmesan rinds, optional
1 lb sweet potatoes, peeled and
diced small (¼-inch cubes)
1 lb winter squash, peeled and
diced small (¼-inch cubes)
1 cup farro, rinsed and drained or 1 cup
lentils, rinsed, sorted and drained
1 bunch (about 12 oz) kale or chard
greens, stemmed and chopped
Sea salt and freshly ground black
pepper to taste

1 large carrot, peeled and diced small
1 large potato, diced small
1 parsnip, peeled and diced small
4 cloves garlic, minced
5 cups vegetable stock
Sea salt to taste
Handful fresh parsley leaves, chopped
4 oz (large handful) fresh spinach
leaves, rinsed and coarsely chopped
Freshly ground black pepper to taste

POP
OUT OF
YOUR BOX!
Explore your natural
abilities in an affirming, fun,
creative, community-based
space for a successful you.
All shapes, sizes &
abilities are welcome!

Saturday, January 7th

1. Warm the oil over medium-low heat
and add the onion, carrot and celery.
Sweat this combination, known as a
mirepoix, until the onion is translucent.
Discover the

1. In a soup pot, heat the olive oil and
add leeks, carrot, potato, parsnip and
garlic. Cook, stirring occasionally, over
medium heat about 5 minutes. Add
stock and salt to taste, and then bring
to a simmer.

2. Add the stock and the savory, thyme
and bay leaves. Bring to a boil, and
then reduce the heat to a simmer. Add
the sweet potato, squash and Parmesan
rinds, and then simmer for 30 minutes.
3. Add the farro or lentils and simmer
for 30 more minutes (or until the lentils,
if present, are al dente).

2. Simmer soup, partially covered,
for about 5 minutes, and then stir in
parsley and spinach. Simmer, partially
covered, about 5 more minutes or until
the vegetables are tender. Add pepper
to taste and serve piping hot.

4. Add the greens, and simmer for 5
more minutes.
5. Remove the bay leaf and Parmesan
rinds. Season with salt and pepper to
taste and serve.

Winter Vegetable Soup

Call Kasey Knight,
certified leader, for
workshop details.

321-254-2541

New Year Specials!
We oﬀer a variety of yoga classes
7 days a week by Cer fied Yoga
Instructors for all levels:

•
•
•
•
•

Vinyasa Flow
Beginners Flow
Yin Yoga
Mommy & Me
Workshops

Beginner FoundaƟon yoga series Feb 6th!
photo by Beth Bader

This recipe is adapted from The Cleaner
Plate Club: More Than 100 Recipes for
Real Food Your Kids Will Love, by Beth
Bader and Ali Benjamin. “Parmesan rinds
are the secret to a rich flavor in nearly
any soup,” advises Bader, the mother of a
6-year-old. “When you finish up a wedge
of Parmesan cheese, save the rind and
freeze it for later use. When you add the
rind to a hot soup, it will melt a bit and
little pieces of Parmesan will blend into
the soup. ” Tip: She finds farro, an ancient
strain of grain, in the bulk foods aisle.

Creativity Within

FREE week with
$50 new-student package &
15% oﬀ all class packages!
Expire: 1/31/12

Makes 12 servings
2 Tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
1 large onion, chopped
2
/3 cup chopped carrot (about
3 medium carrots)
2
/3 cup chopped celery (about 3 stalks)

Annie B. Bond blogs and writes at
AnnieBBond.com. Beth Bader blogs at
ExpatriatesKitchen.blogspot.com and
EatLocalChallenge.com.

321-610-8917
1867 South Patrick Drive • IHB 32937

Claire O’Neil is a freelance writer in
Kansas City, MO.

www.sunyogastudio.com

natural awakenings
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OVER
MEDICATED?

We have natural alternatives.
SPECIALIZING IN:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Organic Bulk Herbs
Essential oils
Customized Herbal remedies
Herbal Certification Course
All Natural Products
Books, Supplies & More
Store Hours:
Wednesday - Friday 10am–5pm
Saturday 11am–3pm

Master Herbalist
on Staff

321-757-7522
277 N. Babcock St.
Melbourne
www.herbcorner.net

We Also Clean
Fine Oriental &
Hand-knotted Rugs!

$39

PER ROOM
For a limited time
Extra charges may apply for oversized
rooms or heavily soiled carpet

 Organic
321-406-9213

All Natural

greenwaycarpetcare.com
No Wet Carpets
Stays Clean Longer
Removes Allergens
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wisewords

Deepak Chopra Explores
Conscious Being
by Linda Sechrist

D

eepak Chopra,
founder of
the Chopra
Foundation and the
Chopra Center for
Wellbeing, in Carlsbad,
California, is a New
York Times bestselling
author and worldrenowned authority in
the field of mind-body
healing. Regarded
by Time Magazine as
the “poet-prophet of
alternative medicine,”
he also lectures around
the world and hosts
Deepak Chopra Radio
on BlogTalkRadio.com.

conclude that God
is an illusion. While
not defending God
in religious terms, I
maintain that God is a
way of understanding
some extremely crucial
things: the source of
existence, the reality
beyond space-time
and the underlying
consciousness and
creativity of the
universe.

What is your
When we are
understanding of
personally practicing
consciousness?
the divine attitudes Consciousness is that
which makes possible
of loving kindness, perception, cognition,
joy, compassion and emotions, personal
relationships, biology,
equanimity, we are biological function,
the environment and
moving out of our
its relationship to us,
as well as the universe
limited ego.

In War of the
Worldviews:
Science vs.
Spirituality, you
and physicist
Leonard
Mlodinow debate
humanity’s most fundamental
perennial questions. What is
the crux of this contention?
Overall, my co-author suggests that
the universe operates according to
laws of physics, while acknowledging
that science does not address why the
laws exist or how they arise. I maintain
that the laws of nature, as well as
mathematics, share the same source as
human consciousness.
He further observes that while science
often casts doubt on spiritual beliefs
and doctrines insofar as they make
representations about the physical
world, science does not—and cannot—

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

and its relationship to
us. Without consciousness, there would
be none of this.

Do you feel consciousness and
God are one and the same?
Yes, God is infinite consciousness that
expresses itself as the universe. We
are little bubbles of consciousness in
the ocean of consciousness. Outside
of space-time, Infinite Consciousness
expresses itself and gives birth to every
form of individual consciousness—the
individual observer and the internal
process of observation, as well as the
objects, which are also experienced
within the observer.
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What steps can we take to
shift human consciousness?
No social transformation happens in
the absence of personal transformation.
Therefore, without worrying about other
people, the questions to ask yourself are
these: Can I be the change that I want to
see in the world? What kind of world do
I want to live in and how can I become
the agent to create that world for myself?
When we are personally practicing
the divine attitudes of loving kindness,
joy, compassion and equanimity, we
are moving out of our limited ego. If
we all do this and reach critical mass,
it is possible to create a peaceful, just,
sustainable and healthy world—but
we each have to shift our self to get
where we want to go. To make such
a radical shift, we must explore the
process of waking up, which centers
on transcending the maelstrom of
everyday thoughts to find the Source of
the mind.

How do you define
transcendence?

HEALTH CENTERED DENTISTRY
Mercury Free Dentistry
Sleep Apnea Options
Snoring • Smile Makeovers
Headaches • TMJ Therapy
Non-extraction Braces for Children & Adults

Claire Stagg, DDS, MS, FAACP

SLEEP APNEA

How Would You Like To Be Treated?

CPAP

ORAL APPLIANCE

For alternatives call Dr. Claire Stagg
Health Centered Dentistry
2120 Highway A1A, Indian Harbour Beach

321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com

There are many levels of
transcendence. The most profound
is deep meditation, known to alter
brain structure and lead to lasting
transformation. Transcendence
can also happen through deep
contemplation, mindfulness, music,
poetry, art in any form, dance, falling
in love and selfless service. Whenever
you experience any quality of pure
consciousness, however fleeting, you
have transcended the mundane.
Pure consciousness, which is
the unseen, infinite potential from
which everything springs, is centered
within itself; silent and peaceful,
awake, self-organizing, spontaneous,
dynamic, blissful, knowing, whole and
encompassing. Despite the infinite
diversity of the physical world, at
a deeper level, only one process is
occurring: Wholeness is moving like
a single ocean that holds every wave.
You experience this quality when your
life makes sense and you feel a part
of nature; you are at home simply by
being alive.
Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for
Natural Awakenings.
natural awakenings
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TURN YOUR PASSION
INTO A
BUSINESS...

own a
Natural
Awakenings
magazine!

As a Natural Awakenings publisher,
you can enjoy learning about healthy
and joyous living while working from
your home and earn a good income
doing something you love!
Your magazine will help thousands
of readers to make positive changes
in their lives, while promoting local
practitioners and providers of natural,
Earth-friendly lifestyles. You will be
creating a healthier community while
building your own financial security.
No publishing experience is necessary.
You’ll work for yourself but not by
yourself. We offer a complete training
and support system that allows you to
successfully publish your own magazine.
Be part of a dynamic franchised
publishing network that is helping to
transform the way we live and care for
ourselves. Now available in Spanish
as well.
To determine if owning a Natural
Awakenings is right for you and
your target community, call us
for a free consultation at
239-530-1377.

•
•
•
•
•

Low Investment
Work at Home
Great Support Team
Marketing Tools
Meaningful New Career

For information about how to publish
Natural Awakenings in your community, call

239-530-1377
NaturalAwakeningsMag.com

Phenomenal Monthly Circulation
Growth Since 1994. Now with
3.6 Million Monthly Readers in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Birmingham, AL*
Huntsville, AL
Mobile/Baldwin, AL
Little Rock/
Hot Springs, AR
Phoenix, AZ
Tucson, AZ
East Bay Area, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA
Santa Barbara/
Ventura, CA
Denver/Boulder, CO
Hartford, CT
Fairfield County, CT
New Haven/
Middlesex, CT
Daytona/Volusia/
Flagler, FL
NW FL Emerald Coast
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Jacksonville/
St. Augustine, FL
Melbourne/
Vero Beach, FL
Miami & Florida Keys
Naples/Ft. Myers, FL
North Central FL*
Orlando, FL
Palm Beach, FL
Peace River, FL
Sarasota, FL
Tallahassee, FL
Tampa/
St. Petersburg, FL
Florida’s Treasure
Coast
Atlanta, GA
Augusta, GA
Chicago North
Shore, IL
Indianapolis, IN
Lexington, KY*
Louisville-Metro, KY
Lafayette, LA
New Orleans, LA
Middlesex Co., MA
Ann Arbor, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
East Michigan
Lansing, MI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wayne County, MI
Asheville, NC*
Charlotte, NC
Raleigh/Durham/
Chapel Hill, NC
Monmouth/
Ocean, NJ
North NJ
North Central NJ
Somerset/Middlesex
Counties, NJ
South NJ
Santa Fe/
Albuquerque, NM
Las Vegas, NV
Long Island, NY
Manhattan, NY
Rockland/
Orange Counties, NY
Westchester/
Putnam Co’s., NY
Cincinnati, OH*
Oklahoma City, OK
Tulsa, OK*
Portland, OR
Bucks County, PA
Harrisburg, PA
Lehigh Valley, PA
Northeastern PA*
Rhode Island
Charleston, SC
Columbia, SC*
Grand Strand, SC
Greenville, SC
Chattanooga, TN
Knoxville, TN
Memphis, TN
Nashville, TN
Austin, TX
Dallas, TX
Houston, TX
North Texas
San Antonio, TX
Tyler/Longview, TX
Richmond, VA
Southwestern VA*
Seattle, WA
Madison, WI
Milwaukee, WI
Puerto Rico

*Existing magazines
for sale

inspiration

In the
Year 2012
Dispelling the Mystery
by Linda Sechrist

Searching “Maya 2012” online yields a morass of some
10 million results, so Natural Awakenings sought
clarity about the phenomenon of expected world
change associated with December 21, 2012, by
focusing on what leading authorities have to say.

J

ohn Major
Jenkins, a
respected
2012 author
of Maya
Cosmogenesis
2012 and
The 2012
Story, and
director of The
Center for 2012
Studies, created
contemporary
awareness of the
galactic alignment of
the sun with the center
of the Milky Way galaxy, which
underlies the famous 2012 cycleending date on a winter solstice. His
studies of the original Mayan calendar,
located in Izapa, supported the true
day count of the Mayan Long Count
calendar.
Jenkins points out that according
to the calculations of astronomer

Jean Meeus, this
alignment began
around 1980 and
will end around
2016. “Meeus’
calculations
support my
belief that
the alignment
occurs over
time, rather
than precisely
on December
21, 2012,” advises
Jenkins.
Robert Sitler’s longstanding personal relationships
with today’s Maya and formal study
of their living communities in Mexico
and Guatemala inform his latest book,
The Living Maya: Ancient Wisdom in
the Era of 2012. He serves as director
of Latin American studies at Stetson
University, in DeLand, Florida.
Both experts agree that December

21, 2012 signals neither the end of the
world nor the conclusion
of the complex Mayan calendar; it is
however, the end of the 13-Bak’tun
cycle of 5,125 years. The calendrical
cosmology indicates that this period
comes to fruition on December 21,
2012, the northern hemisphere’s
winter solstice.
“Nothing in any of the ancient
hieroglyphs refers to the end of the
world,” advises Sitler. He further notes
that contemporary Mayas’ strong
environmental ethic aptly supports
the needed shift in consciousness
forecasted for 2012.
From Jenkins’ perspective, the shift
is what the ancient Maya saw as a
transformation and renewal involving
an awakening of consciousness. “It is a
misconception that the awakening will
automatically happen on December
twenty-first.” He explains that Mayan
spiritual teachings intended to
empower individuals and provide
guidelines for how awakening can
occur in a ceremonial context at the
end of cycles. “To the living Maya,
awakening from a state of egocentered, self-serving sleep means
waking up to a larger perspective of
unity consciousness; of seeing that
our collective state of out-of-control
egoism and greed is not good for
Earth,” says Jenkins.
Daniel Pinchbeck, author of 2012:
The Return of Quetzalcoatl and editor
of the online blog Reality Sandwich,
concurs. He believes, “We are
undergoing a transformative process
now, as a collective organism, which
will lead to an evolutionary leap of
consciousness on a species level.”
He believes we’re on the way to
developing an integral worldview; a
holistic perspective that realizes the
value of indigenous and traditional
knowledge systems, without
rejecting the scientific and technical
developments of modern times.
For more information, visit RobertSitler.
com, TheCenterFor2012Studies.com
and RealitySandwich.com.
Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer for
Natural Awakenings.
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calendarofevents

markyourcalendar
TRANSFORM & BLESS
YOUR FINANCES
WITH SOUL POWER

DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR (MYC): Ensure your listing is noticed first! Highlight your
calendar listing for $40 per inch, two inch minimum, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior.

Center for Spiritual Living in Rockledge

SAVE THE DATE: Take advantage of this early exposure for your upcoming workshop or

Saturday, January 7th, 10-6m

event. Listings are $50, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior. Free to Display Advertisers!

TUESDAY JANUARY 3
Awaken with the Oneness Blessing & Deeksha –
7-9pm. The Oneness Blessing is a transfer of divine
intelligent energy. The Oneness Blessing process
works by creating a neurobiological shift in the brain
and awakening the energy centers (Chakras) in the
body as it gently activates the Kundalini energy within.
Suggested donation $20. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

THURSDAY JANUARY 5
Energy Healing for the Aquarian Age - with Cheri
Hart – 7-9pm. This 4-week course includes: expand
your own energy field; feel the energy fields of others;
hands-on vibrational healing techniques; raising your
consciousness to a higher vibration; removing blocks
from the body; healing and opening your heart; working with the power of love; chakra balancing and color
healing; vibrational healing with crystals and gemstones. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

is attuned to the energy with four initiations or attunements while also learning the history of Reiki,
the basic hand positions for self-treatment and the
treatment of others, and ways to use Reiki in their
own lives. Twenty years experience. Reiki Alliance
Certificates awarded. Pre-registration required, limit
10 participants. Radisson Suite Hotel Oceanfront
Melbourne. 772-589-9803.

SATURDAY JANUARY 7
Reiki I certification course – 8:30am-6pm. Japanese
stress reduction and relaxation technique. Self-healing
technique that also assists others and animals too! Easy
to learn. Manual and certificate. $175. Vero Beach.
772-696-1910.

FRIDAY JANUARY 6

Reiki Level II Workshop – 9am-5pm. Pre-requisite:
Reiki Level I. The Reiki II attunement greatly increases
your healing power, sensitivity and intuition. Learn
sacred symbols to use for distant, mental/emotional
and situational healing. 20 years experience. Reiki Alliance Certificates awarded. Pre-registration required,
limit 10 participants. Radisson Suite Hotel Oceanfront
Melbourne. 772-589-9803.

Reiki Level 1 Workshop – 9am-5pm. Using the
Usui system of natural healing or Reike each student

Try It On Everything – 10am-2pm. Showing DVD Try
It On Everything, History and Sequence of Meridian

JOIN MASTER ALLAN CHUCK

Transform your finances with simple,
enjoyable and soulful techniques!
Receive a special blessing
$75 ($90 at the door)
Call 321-749-1084 to register!
Tapping. Join us and move forward in the 21st century.
$20. 18 Riverside Drive, Indialantic. 321-704-6369.
Weight Mastery Open House – 10am-3pm. Full
menu of options to explore including hypnosis, meal
replacement, detoxification, food prep and more. Free
consultations. Free. Positive Change Health Center,
10480 US Hwy 1, Sebastian. 772-589-6869.
Hula Hoop Fitness-Beginner Workshop – 11am1pm. Hula hooping is a fun, low impact way to build
strength, lose weight, and gain confidence. $40, Connectivity Center for Movement, 1801 Sarno Rd. Suite
104, Melbourne. 321-208-3696.
Meditation and the Wisdom of Lao-Tzu – 11am2pm. Workshop with authentic spiritual channel,
Daniel Lamontagne. Daniel’s teaching incorporates
the skills he has developed over thirty years of study
in spirituality and mysticism. In particular, he follows
the Taoist/Buddhist/Confucius tradition and path of

Integrative Healthcare

You Can Trust

Rebecca Price Hunton, M.D.
Board Certified in Family Practice

At Wellspring Medical Center we believe in finding
the underlying cause of your health concerns.
We use a scientific approach and then combine
traditional and natural options to create an
individualized plan to help you return to health.

Healthy Weight Loss Program:
•
•
•
•
•

Chelsey Croskeys, A.P.
Acupuncture Physician

Physician supervised and personalized
Lose 2-4 lbs. per week safely
Customized for personal dietary needs
Offering HCG and appetite suppressants
Offering acupuncture seeds for craving control

ARE YOU
SUFFERING
FROM ANY
OF THESE
SYMPTOMS?
Weight Gain • Hot Flashes
Night Sweats • Memory Loss
Mood Swings • Low Libido
Depression
IF SO, CALL TO SCHEDULE A

Bioidentical Hormone
Replacement Therapy (BHRT)
APPOINTMENT TODAY.

Call for a FREE weight loss consultation!
Sign up during January and save 20% PLUS our Free gift.

321.254.6803 • 21 Suntree Place • Suite 101 • Melbourne • www.DrHunton.com
Ongoing Lectures • Healthy Weight Loss Programs • Acupuncture • Wellness Consultations • Hormone Therapy
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firm your intentions for the upcoming year. Play with
simple forms using your voice, movement, personal
stories and stillness and energize your spirit, renew
balance and connect with others. Willingness is the
only requirement. $25 or bring someone new for $20.
Cultural Center, 238 Peachtree, Cocoa. 321-254-2541.
Community Kirtan – 7:30-9pm. Kirtan is an ancient spiritual practice of call-and-response chants
to the Divine. Join Lightworkers Vicki Murfin and
Rayananda in an evening of ecstatic, devotional
chanting. Kirtan is part of the path of Bhakti Yoga,
the yoga of love and devotion. Donations accepted.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

SUNDAY JANUARY 8

FRIDAY JANUARY 6 –
SUNDAY JANUARY 8
Learn the Usui System of Natural Healing offered by Kumari Healing, Inc. Reiki I, II and an immersion workshop. See calendar listings for details.
the Chinese sage Wong Loh Sin See. Workshop attendees will work on deepening their meditation and
connecting with their inner selves through the divine
energies of the heart. $45. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
InterPlay; Live Your Intentions – 1-4pm. Join
certified instructor Kasey Knight to explore and af-

Group Rebirth - with Daniel Lamontagne – 1-3pm.
Rebirthing is a simple, gentle yet powerful conscious
breathing technique. When we consciously breathe
with this awareness, we make it possible to resolve,
integrate and heal previously unresolved issues within
ourselves. Rebirthing brings expanded awareness on
all levels: physical, emotional, psychological and
spiritual. Daniel is a certified rebirther. $35. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.
Reiki Immersion Retreat – 10am-5pm. (Pre-requisite:
Reiki Level II) For Reiki II students to explore their relationship to their practice, and have a deeper understanding
of their Reiki path as healers and leaders. Play, meditate,
do partner exercises, contemplate, co-create, walk on the
beach, swim and do Water Reiki, work with the transmuting properties of Reiki in our environment, mastermind
on our prosperity and abundance issues, dance, and Reiki.
Limited to a very intimate small group. Radisson Suite
Hotel Oceanfront Melbourne. 772-589-9803.

KRISHNA DAS

“The Heart of Devotion Retreat” in Orlando
Friday, March 2 – Sunday, March 4, 2012

Hindu Temple of Central Florida

MONDAY JANUARY 9
Full Moon Ceremony – 7pm. Join us to heal and
celebrate. Be prepared to release what no longer serves
you. Bring chairs, blankets, drums, water. Humiston
Park, between Driftwood Inn and the Citrus Grill on
Ocean Drive, Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.

TUESDAY JANUARY 10
Crystal Bowl Meditation - with Susan Rizzo – 4:305:30pm. Learn meditation techniques to quiet the mind
and relax the body. Experience the crystal bowls, toning
and a special sound meditation. Donations accepted.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Raw Food Workshop: The Anti-aging Raw Diet –
7-9pm. Learn about the six sugar traps, how to prepare
delicious foods that keep the insulin production low, support longevity, facilitate weight loss and enhance overall
vitality. Instructor Dr. Anne-Marie Derouault is a certified
Living Food Instructor. Raw food samples included. $30
pre-paid or $35 day of event. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 11
Belly Burn – 10:30-11:30am and 6-7pm. Dance
yourself into shape with ISSA certified fitness trainer/
professional belly dancer Judy Aisha Cornell. The
dance workout is a beautiful, effective and easy-tofollow fusion of belly dance and fitness. Classes held on
Wednesdays starting January 11th. Vero Beach Athletic
Club, 2300 5th Ave., Vero Beach. 772-971-0408

THURSDAY JANUARY 12
Secrets for Effective Weight Loss – 7pm. There
may be hidden causes to your weight issue. Come

Got Vibrant Health?
Do you want more …
Energy  Better Sleep  Weight Loss
Balanced Hormones  Healthy Skin
Mental Clarity  Well Being?

1994 Lake Drive, Casselberry, FL 32707

TUITION OF $150* includes:
2- KIRTANS with Krishna Das
2- WORKSHOPS with Krishna Das
2- All level HATHA YOGA classes with
Genevieve Walker
2- GROUP CHANTING of the
““Hanuman
“H
Han
anu
um
man
an C
Chalisa”
haalilisa” with Nina Rao

www.krishnadas.com for PayPal tickets
& info or call 321-439-8353
Advance Cash Tickets Also Available in Orlando at:
KATHMANDU, 352 Park Avenue N., Winter Park, FL 32789
407-647-7071 • Open Daily 10a-6p

CHANT with KRISHNA DAS in North Miami Beach on
Tues, Feb 21 at Julius Littman Performing Arts Theater.
*Partial Proceeds go to Second Harvest Food Bank of Central FL and ARFF (Animal Rights Foundation of Florida)

CALL 321-728-1387 TODAY
for a Nutrition Health Analysis
or a Chiropractic Evaluation

to get on the road to Vibrant Health.

CARE Chiropractic
& Wellness Center
1938 Dairy Road, W. Melbourne
(N of US192 and S of Hibiscus)

www.drwalshcares.com

Get Healthy, Stay Healthy
with Safe and Natural Solutions
natural awakenings
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learn the keys to successful weight loss and a healthy
lifestyle. Free, call to register. CARE Chiropractic &
Wellness Center, 1938 Dairy Road, West Melbourne.
321-728-1387.

THURSDAY JANUARY
12-SUNDAY JANUARY 15
Ashtanga Yoga with David Williams – The fourday workshop will cover: history of Ashtanga Yoga,
primary series step-by-step, pranayama breathing
techniques, and introduction to the second series. $65
for individual session or $300 for the entire weekend.Downtown Yoga 532 East New Haven Ave
Melbourne. 321-676-4600. www.Yogadowntownmelbourne.com.

FRIDAY JANUARY 13
Guided Juice Fast (7, 5, or 3-Day) – 6:30pm. Structured, educational support program on the benefits
of fasting, how to make lifestyle and eating habit
changes, and how to prioritize your health. Includes
20-item fasting package, fresh vegetable juices,
book, and 150-page manual. $375, 7-Day. Appleseed
Health Foods, 1007 Pathfinder Way, Rockledge.
321-631-1444.

Looking for an Experienced
Healthcare Partner?

Parent’s Night Out – 5:30-10pm. Parents can enjoy
a night out by dropping their kids (ages 5-12) off for
games, crafts, movies, and more. $12. Viera Regional
Community Center, 2300 Judge Fran Jamieson Way,
Viera. 321-433-4891.

SATURDAY JANUARY 14

Pain • Digestive issues
Lung, Skin, & Ear disorders



Acupuncture • Hypnosis • Laser Therapy

David Rindge, DOM, LAc, RN
Licensed Acupuncturist, RN • 30+ yrs med experience
Pres. Emeritus. FSOMA • Secretary NAALT (Laser Therapy)



Sheila Rindge, Cht.
Certified Hypnotherapist

We’ve
Moved!

Now Offering Thermography
Earliest screening for breast disease
No Prescription, No Pain, No Radiation,
Non Invasive, No Compression, Affordable

For information call (772) 781-5353
www.pointofhealth.com

Center for Cooperative Medicine
(321) 751-7001 • www.CooperativeMedicine.com
1601 AIRPORT BLVD • MELBOURNE

WE ADDRESS ISSUES NATURALLY WITHOUT DRUGS.

MELT – New Near New You Full Body Intensive
– 9:30-11:30am. Experience how to ease the pain
in joints and muscles. Create better posture, release
stress and breathe easier with easy self-treatment. $25.
Custom fit of Brevard Downtown, 819 Strawbridge
Ave., Melbourne. 321-951-8000.
Reiki II Class – 11am-7pm. Pre-registration required.
Come learn to heal yourself and others. Feel the energy. Call for more details. $150, includes book and
certificate. Spark of Divine, LLC (Downtown in the
corner of the LenMar Shoppes) 1789 Old Dixie Hwy,
Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Ayurveda and Yoga Workshop – Noon-4:30pm.
Discover your Ayurvedic Type, what yoga and daily
routine is best for you. Learn the ancient wisdom of
Ayurveda, the science of life. $50. Sun Yoga, 1867
S. Patrick Dr., Indian Harbour Beach. 321-610-1867.
Reiki Circle – 2-3:30pm. Join Reiki practitioners Susan, Doreen and Bill in a Reiki Circle for healing. We
practice traditional Usui Reiki. All Reiki practitioners
are welcome. All those needing healing are welcome.
Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga Nidra Workshop – 2-4pm. Get into the deepest
levels of relaxation as your brainwaves slow down.
Become more relaxed, integrated, expansive and
present. $35 or $30 pre-registered. Riverfront Studio,
Central Merritt Island, 321-431-5054.
Healthy Planet of Brevard Vegan Potluck – 6pm.
Bring a vegan dish to share, your own dishes and utensils, and a copy of the recipe (for people with allergies).
Please no meat, fish, dairy, eggs, Jell-O, marshmallows
or honey. Free. Appleseed Health Foods, 1007 Pathfinder Way, Rockledge. 321-631-1444.
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DNA MUSIC Workshop - with meditation CD
musicians, Omnipure – 7-9pm. Utilizing transformational Music of Love Light Wisdom and Power
to demonstrate with you how to radiate your high
frequency bio-photonic energy throughout your body
and beyond with an Activation process.. $20, includes
Omnipure CD of your choice, a $17 value. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.

SUNDAY JANUARY 15
2 Day (CE) Credited Aromatherapy Course – 10am4pm. Sunday 15th and Sunday 22nd. This accredited
course (12 CEUs) will cover all needed information
to begin and safely use aromatherapy in holistic
wellness practices. $275. Nature’s Spirit Distinctive
Aromatherapy by Doreen, 1540 Highland Ave., Eau
Gallie. 321-632-1221.
Grand Opening Celebration – 11am-6pm. Come see
what we offer. Demonstrations all day. Reiki, Yoga
Qigong, readings. Crystals, gifts and more. refreshments and door prizes. Spark of Divine, LLC (Downtown in the corner of the LenMar Shoppes) 1789 Old
Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Thoughtforms Workshop - with Ada Bagwell –
1-2:30pm. Are your thoughts yours, mine, ours or
others? Who’s in charge? You or your field of thoughtforms? Exploring your field of thoughts will help
you understand why you are reacting, responding or
creating. $10. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

TUESDAY JANUARY 17
Elemental Energies – 6-8pm. A review of the four
aspects, which guide us in everyday earthly and spiri-

markyourcalendar
FREE INTRO SESSION:
CANCER RECOVERY WITH
SOUL MIND BODY MEDICINE
Wednesday, Jan. 18th, 7-9 pm

with Dr. Marsha Valutis
In this teleclass, learn how Marsha used
easy, powerful practices to heal depression
and cancer, and how you can do the same!

Call 218-632-1480, code 1335#.
Call 321-749-1084 to inquire.
tual existence. A kit of four synergies with a pouch and
booklet are included in this workshop. $55. Nature’s
Spirit Distinctive Aromatherapy by Doreen, 1540
Highland Ave., Eau Gallie. 321-632-1221.

THURSDAY JANUARY 19
Overcome Stress and Fatigue Naturally – 7pm. Learn
why stress is the root of all disease, learn how to stress
less and natural ways to combat the effects of stress. Call
to register. Free. CARE Chiropractic & Wellness Center,
1938 Dairy Road, West Melbourne, 321-728-1387.

FRIDAY JANUARY 20
Karuna Reiki®Master Certification Training –
9am-5pm.Karuna means compassionate action. Much
deeper than Reiki. For Master Teachers only. Learn
from two Licensed teachers with the ICRT. 3 day training. $875. Vero Beach. 772-696-1910.

SATURDAY JANUARY 21
Introduction to Vegetarian Diet – 10am-12:30pm.
First class at the new Healing Food Academy. Explore
vegetarian diet theory, benefits and tasty recipes.
Experienced vegetarian chefs. $40 per class, multiple
class discount. Positive Change Health Center, 10480
US Hwy 1, Sebastian. 772-589-6869.
Buddhist Meditation – Finding the Heart of Enlightenment - with Lama David Bole – 11am-2pm. A
how-to teaching on Tibetan meditation techniques that
Buddha taught, a method for learning how to rest and
stabilize the mind, necessary for insight meditation.
$30. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Hula Hoop Fitness- Beginner Workshop – 11am1pm. Hula hooping is a fun, low impact way to build
strength, lose weight, and gain confidence. $40. Taylor
Park in Rockledge, 1292 S. Florida Ave., Rockledge.
321-208-3696.
Raw Foods Introduction – 2pm. Join Rene for raw
food preparation details and feast on healthy and tasty
examples. Transform yourself with live food, from
basic to gourmet recipes. Advance registration required.
$50. Appleseed Health Foods, 1007 Pathfinder Way,
Rockledge. 321-631-1444.
Tai Chi Chuan: Principles & Movement - Workshop
with Lama David Bole – 3-6pm. Introduction to the
37-posture Yang-style short form. Tai Chi helps to
reduce stress, increase circulation promote mental clarity and a healthy body. $30. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Jamaica Couples Getaway Weeklong Workshop
– 7pm. Join Richard and Diana Daffner, authors of
“Tantric Sex for Busy Couples,” for a romantic Carib-
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bean adventure. Bring greater joy, intimacy and passion
to your relationship.
Celebrate your love. Connect with your beloved on a
soul level. Transform your relationship into a love affair.
$1295 per couple. 1-877-282-4244.

SUNDAY JANUARY 22
Acupressure: An Oriental Approach for Healing Body,
Mind, and Spirit - with Lama David Bole – 12:303:30pm. These special points, based on traditional
Chinese medicine, have a positive and profound effect
on our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing. $30. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

TUESDAY JANUARY 24
Insight into the Chakras & Human Energy Field
– 6-8pm. Learn about the Universal Energy Field and
how it relates to the Human Energy Field and in-depth
look at the first seven levels of the energy body. Also
where the seven major chakras are, what they do and
how disease manifests in them. $10. Space Coast Health
Institute 1070 S. Wickham Rd, Melbourne. Karen
Stresau BS. LMT. 321-543-8587.
Planetary Alignment Possibilities – 6-8pm. Reviewing
traits and influences of the cosmos through alchemical
influences that aromatic plants bring forth. With a mist included. $18. Nature’s Spirit Distinctive Aromatherapy by
Doreen, 1540 Highland Ave., Eau Gallie. 321-632-1221.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 25
Abraham Teaching By Jerry and Ester Hicks –
6-8pm. Staying in the Vortex DVD, reading from Jerry
and Ester Hicks books. Donations accepted. 18 Riverside
Dr., Indialantic. 321-704-6369.

FRIDAY JANUARY 27
Sugar Blues? Permanently Change Your Relationship
with Sugar – 6-7:30pm. Are you constantly craving

sweets and want to understand why? Do you want to
gain control without deprivation? Join Jayne McAllister,
health coach, for this class to permanently change your
relationship with sugar. Free. Ab Fab Pilates, 117 Fifth
Ave., Indialantic. 772-539-9006.
Get High on Life - Free lecture with Dr. Garland Landrith
– 7-9pm. Learn how to release old traumas and blocks so
your energy flows and you feel that you are high on life
or in a zone. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

SATURDAY JANUARY 28
Camp North Star for Grieving Children – 9am-2pm.
Provides support to grieving children and their families
after the death of a loved one. Camp North Star offers a
safe place for campers, age 6 to 13, to explore feelings
and to share experiences with others of similar ages.
Attendance is free, but space is limited. Call Brooke
Davis 321-264-1687. Campsite is located at 1250-B
Grumman Place, Titusville.
New Year Detox Retreat – Saturday 9:45am-Sunday
5pm. Eliminate toxic load with two day liquid fasting
on blended super foods. Gentle yoga and relaxation to
stay strong and clear the mind. Delicious and easy. $149
before January 15, $169 after. Riverfront Studio, Central
Merritt Island. 321-431-5054.
Manifest the Life of Your Dreams Workshop - with
Dr. Garland Landrith – 11am-5:30pm. Rewire your brain
for health, happiness and prosperity and remove blocks
to your growth by “tapping” on acupuncture points with
your fingers. Learn to create miracles with your mind by
contacting the quantum field. $49. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

by Amanda Lewis,

LMT

Make your appointment today and put
an end to your chronic pain & stress.

Love Potion Passion – 6-8pm. Pure and precious plants
are combined in sensual synergy to open the senses and
allow the essence of the trueness of self-love to evolve and
spark with the laws of attraction. Create a divine scent for
yourself. $33. Nature’s Spirit Distinctive Aromatherapy by
Doreen, 1540 Highland Ave., Eau Gallie. 321-632-1221.
Real Solutions for Better Sleep – 7pm. If you aren’t
sleeping well, your body can’t heal from the day’s
stresses. Find out why you can’t sleep and fix the cause
naturally. Call to register. Free. CARE Chirorpactic &
Wellness Center, 1938 Dairy Road, West Melbourne.
321-728-1387.

classifieds
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Currently Publishing Natural Awakenings
Magazines - For sale in Birmingham, AL; North
Central FL; Lexington, KY; Asheville, NC; Santa
Fe/Albuquerque, NM; Cincinnati, OH; Tulsa, OK;
Bucks/Montgomery Counties, PA; Columbia, SC;
Southwest VA. Call for details 239-530-1377.

FOR SALE
Homestead for Sale. 10 acres of Organic Certifiable land. No chemicals used for 6 years. Home,
outbuildings, fenced, city water. Quiet, but near
beaches. Brevard $369,000. 321-720-5903.

SUNDAY JANUARY 29

WORKSHOPS

1 day basic aromatherapy blending – 10am-4pm.
Class demonstrates many effective and practical uses
that real aromatherapy provides. $100. Nature’s Spirit
Distinctive Aromatherapy by Doreen, 1540 Highland
Ave., Eau Gallie. 321-632-1221.

SPIR-ART - Discover & connect through Tarot,
gemstones, pure botanicals. Group/Individual, Eau
Gallie/Nature’s Spirit or Vero/Spark of Divine. Call
Ariel at 772-260-2887 materials included.

R e v i v e. R e f r e s h . R e l a x .
MASSAGE THERAPY

TUESDAY JANUARY 31

1-Hour
Massages
starting at
$40.00

Organic produce boxes in 3 sizes every Tuesday

LilysOrganicProduce.com
8 Locations! Find one near you OR start your own!

Looking for fresh
organic produce at
wholesale prices?

(321) 674-9900

www.amandalewislmt.com
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN MELBOURNE

MA42798/MM23738

Receive $5.00 OFF your 1-HR Relaxation Massage with this ad.

Call or email Brandy to reserve a box.

321-795-3458 • frutnnuts@aol.com

UGLY ROOF STAINS?
No Bleach • Eco-Friendly
Biodegradable

321-537-5798

Clean Green Exterior Inc.
LOW PRESSURE ROOF CLEANING

Window Cleaning, Pressure
Washing & Gutter Cleaning
Free Estimates • Licensed & Insured

Learn more at www.RoofShampoo.com
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Meditation & Study Group – 7-8pm. Meditation
and study group in the tradition of the Kagyu school
of Tibetan Buddhism. Free. West Melbourne Library,
2755 Wingate Blvd., West Melbourne. 321-720-1519.

ongoingevents
To ensure we keep our community calendar current, ongoing events must be
resubmitted each month.

tuesday

DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

monday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.
Downtown Power Core – 9-10am. Sequence exhilarates the body by combining strength, movement, and
balance. $15. Downtown Yoga, 532 E. New Haven
Ave., Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
Qi-gong for the Heart and Mind – 10:30am. Roseland
Community Center 129th Ave and Bay Street Sebastian.
$8 per class. 772-569-4090.
Iyengar Yoga with Yvonne – 11:15am-12:30pm. A
multi-level Sivananda and Iyengar yoga with certified instructor, Yvonne Silverman. $10 or yoga card.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga with Joy – 5:30-6:30pm. Multi-level class blending Ashtanga, Vinyasa Flow, Pranayama (breathwork)
and Mantra. $10 or yoga card (10 classes for $75).
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch. All
fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get toned,
lower weight, get stronger and more flexible. Classes
daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024 Hwy
A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Moderate/Intermediate Yoga with Biddy – 6-7pm.
Complete instruction with modifications. Bring your
mat, hand towel, and bottled water. $10. Space Coast
Massage/Spa Yoga Studio, 1070 S. Wickham Road
and Sheridan Road, West Melbourne. 321-987-8798.
Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Give yourself the gift
of intentional restoration. Nurture your mind, body
and spirit. Invigorating and restoring. $10. The
Zen Room, 631 Brevard Ave. #C, Cocoa Village.
321-544-8541.
Vinyasa Yoga with Anastasia – 6:15-7:30pm. Prepare
to challenge yourself and feel amazing in this Iyengar
inspired class. Classes everyday. $14 drop in. Sun Yoga
Studio, 1867 S. Patrick Dr., Indian Harbour Beach.
321-610-8917.
Melt Method Class – 6:30pm. Self-treatment for pain
free living that helps joints and muscles. $15. Custom
Fit of Brevard Downtown, 819 Strawbridge Rd., Melbourne. 321-951-8000.

Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.
Free Yoga for All - Yoga and Meditation – 7-8am. A
heart-oriented, spiritually connected class focused on
body-awareness and breath. Free. Downtown Yoga,
532 E. New Haven Ave., Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
BIGRONS Yoga – 8:30am. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Dance Trance – 9-10am. A semi-structured fun and
energizing class for anyone who loves to dance. $10
or yoga card. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Bone Breathing for Joint Health – 10-11am. Vista
Gardens Clubhouse 20 vista Gardens Trail Vero Beach.
$8 per class. 772-560-4090.
Ashtanga Yoga with Dena – 10:45am-12:15pm. A
challenging multi-level yoga class with dynamic interconnecting postures to increase flexibility, strength
and circulation. $10 or yoga card (10 classes for $75).
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

ayurveda • coaching • reiki • spirituality
meditation • soul healing • tai chi • yoga
…PERSONAL GROWTH

Healthy Living
E X P O S
SM

9th Annual

Saturday, February 25th • 10am-4pm
Crowne Plaza, Indialantic

Opportunities for
Exhibitors & Sponsors

Caring for your health and the environ ment
www.HealthyLivingExpos.com

FREE Admission
natural awakenings

321-777-6433
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Yoga at Come On Get Happy Fitness Studio –
11am-Noon. Beginner yoga for better flexibility,
balance and stress release. $5. Come On Get Happy
Fitness Studio, 217 King Street, Cocoa. 321-917-4676.
Drum and Reiki Circle – 5:30pm. Drumming at
5:30pm, Reiki at 6:15pm. Come for one or both. Donations accepted. Spark of Dvine, LLC (Downtown in
the Corner of the LenMar Shoppes) 1789 Old Dixie
Hwy, Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Yoga & Meditation in Candlelight – 5:30-6:30pm.
A heart-oriented, spiritually connected class focused
on body-awareness and breath. $15. Downtown Yoga,
532 E. New Haven Ave., Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
Yoga with Ellen – 5:45-6:45pm. Instructor Ellen
Cameron, RN, CRRN has been a yoga teacher since
1976. A multi-level Hatha Yoga class for beginners and
intermediates. $10 or yoga card. Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321729-9495.
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Yoga at the Cocoa Beach Library – Core Strength
Yoga at 6pm, Gentle Evening Yoga at 7pm. $5. Cocoa
Beach Public Library, 550 North Brevard Ave., Cocoa
Beach. 321-868-1104.
MELT Method Class – 6pm. Self-treatment for pain
free living that helps joints and muscles. $15. Connectivity Movement Center, Sarno Road (cross street
is Garfield Road), Melbourne. 914-497-4375.
Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Give yourself the gift
of intentional restoration. Nurture your mind, body
and spirit. Invigorating and restoring. $10. The

Zen Room, 631 Brevard Ave. #C, Cocoa Village.
321-544-8541.
Prenatal Yoga – 6:45-7:45pm. A class that is specifically designed to help expecting women to alleviate
many of the discomforts associated with pregnancy.
Come and try it out. $56 for 6 classes. Downtown
Yoga, Downtown Melbourne.321-432-7091.
Meditation with Sw. Bhagavati Das – 7:15pm.
Want to quiet your mind and calm your system? Join
us for this hour of deep meditation whether you are a
beginner or an experienced meditator. Kashi School of
Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.

wednesday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.
Downtown Ashtanga – 9-10am. Postures in an order
focusing on alignment, flexibility, strength and balance. $15. Downtown Yoga, 532 E. New Haven Ave.,
Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
BoneWalkersPlus – 10:15am. A friendly group doing
osteo-safe, graduated, exercises with modifications for
challenged joints to fit you; using chairs, props, your
weights along with memory patterns for the mind.
Wickham Senior Center. $5 and $6 nonmembers.
321-779-2947.
Qi-gong for Better Breathing – 10:30am. $10 per
class. 950 43rd Ave. Unity Center of Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Easy Stretch – 11am. For people of all abilities and
for those with physical challenges. Begin with easy

Looking for that
stress free view?
Martin and Terry Riley
United Realty of Brevard Inc.
406 E. Strawbridge Ave.
Melbourne, FL 32901

321-951-8195
residential, commercial,
property management

Let us help you find
your peaceful spot!
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flowing movements at a relaxed rhythm and pace.
Kashi School of Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian.
772-589-1403.
Mommy and Me Yoga with Hope – 11am-Noon. A
wonderful way to bond with your child, yourself, and
other moms. $14 drop in. Sun Yoga, 1867 S. Patrick
Dr., Indian Harbour Beach. 321-610-8917.
Sivananda Yoga with Sita – 11am-12:30pm. A multilevel Sivananda Hatha Yoga class tailored to meet the
needs of the students present. Includes basic asanas,
breathwork and relaxation. $10 or yoga card (10
classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Fitness for Every Body – 5pm. With Sw. Rudra Das.
This is a class for anyone who would like to begin to
improve their fitness level. A mixture of martial arts and
yoga stretching. All ages and all levels. Kashi School of
Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.
Yoga with Teren – 5:30-6:30pm. Gentle Hatha Yoga
classes with a focus on healing and meditation. $10
or yoga card (10 classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams,
414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321729-9495.
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Design Your Health Workshop – 6-7:30pm. Discover jubilant health. Release fat forever. Follow simple
guidelines. Space is limited; call to reserve your spot.
Free. Health Connections, Indialantic. 321-725-8347.
Beginner Yoga with Biddy – 6-7pm. Complete
instruction with modifications. Bring your mat, hand
towel, and bottled water. $10. Space Coast Massage

TUES & THURS SPECIAL!
1-Hour Massage ~ $40
Escape from your stress today ~
Relax tense muscles
Soothe pain away • Regain mobility

Lauren Maxwell, LMT
321-690-1220
Rockledge Location
MM#22884 • MA#53663

Animals are such
agreeable friends
– they ask no
questions; they
pass no criticisms.
~George Eliot
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Center and Spa Yoga Studio, 1070 S. Wickham Road and
Sheridan Road, West Melbourne. 321-987-8798.
Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Give yourself the gift of
intentional restoration. Nurture your mind, body, and
spirit. Invigorating and restoring. $10. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Ave. #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
Meditation & Study Group – 7-8pm. Tibetan meditation
and study group. Barom Kagyu tradition. Free. Hoshino
Therapy of Melbourne, 2115 Waverly Place, Melbourne.
321-720-1519.

thursday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.
BIGRONS Yoga – 8:30am. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get toned,
lower weight, get stronger and more flexible. Classes daily.
$10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024 Hwy A1A #146,
next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Hatha Yoga – 9-10am. Classic poses and techniques, drawing on a mix of yoga styles. $15. Downtown Yoga, 532 E.
New Haven Ave., Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
Qi-gong for the Heart and Mind – 10am. Roseland
Community Center 129th Ave and Bay Street Sebastian.
$8 per class. 772-569-4090.
Ashtanga Yoga with Dena – 10:45am-12:15pm. A
challenging multi-level yoga class with dynamic interconnecting postures to increase flexibility, strength
and circulation. $10 or yoga card (10 classes for $75).
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga with Teren – 5:45-6:45pm. Gentle Hatha Yoga class
with a focus on healing and meditation. $10 or yoga card
(10 classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Brevard County Farmers Market – 3-6pm. Local
vegetables, fruit, dairy, meat, seafood, baked goods, body
products & more. Free. Wickham Park Pavilion (Next
to BCC Parking Lot) 3845 N Wickham Rd. Melbourne.
321-633-1702 x 238
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch. All
fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get toned,
lower weight, get stronger and more flexible. Classes
daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024 Hwy A1A
#146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Moderate/Intermediate Yoga with Biddy – 6-7pm.
Complete instruction with modifications. Bring your mat,
hand towel, and bottled water. $10. Space Coast Massage/
Spa Yoga Studio, 1070 S. Wickham Rd. and Sheridan Rd.,
West Melbourne. 321-987-8798.
Beginner/Gentle Flow Yoga with Rosalba – 6:157:30pm. Rehabilitate, relax and unwind with a lovely
meditative practice. Classes everyday $14 drop in. Sun
Yoga, 1867 S. Patrick Dr., Indian Harbour Beach. 321610-1867.
MELT Method Class – 6:30pm. Self-treatment for pain
free living that helps joints and muscles. $15. Custom
Fit of Brevard Downtown, 819 Strawbridge Road, Melbourne. 321-951-8000.
Mental Health Support Group – 7-8:30pm. Conference
Room 6 Parrish Hospital Center 951 North Washington Ave
Titusville. For details call Elaine 321-525-5664.
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saturday

friday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.

Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.

Bone Breathing for Joint Health – 10-11am.
Vista Gardens Clubhouse 20 vista Gardens Trail Vero
Beach. $8 per class. 772-560-4090.

Gentle Yoga with Joy – 8:30-9:45am. Relax and enjoy
this meditative, restorative practice. Classes everyday.
$14 drop in. Sun Yoga, 1867 S. Patrick Dr., Indian
Harbour Beach. 321-610-8917.

MELT Method Small Group – 10am. Self-treatment
for pain free living that helps joints and muscles. $20.
Christi’s Family Fitness, Old Dixie Hwy and 12th St.,
Vero Beach. 914-497-4375.
Chakra Healing with Bowls and Chimes and Zenba Meditation – 11am and 7pm. Call store for details.
Month is split for these classes. Spark of Divine, LLC
(Downtown in the corner of the LenMar Shoppes)
1789 Old Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Free Yoga for All - Hatha Yoga – Noon-1pm. Classic poses and techniques, drawing on a mix of yoga
styles. Free. Downtown Yoga, 532 E. New Haven
Ave., Melbourne. 321-676-4600.
Family Yoga (for ages 4 and up) – 4:30-5:30pm.
Instructor Natalie Wilson. This class is for children
(accompanied by parent) and adults. $5 per person.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga with Natalie – 5:45-7pm. Hatha yoga with
Natalie Wilson. All levels. $10 or yoga card (10
classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga,
1024 Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.

Sivananda Yoga with Sita – 9-10:30am. A multi-level
Sivananda Hatha Yoga class is tailored to meet the
needs of the students present. Includes basic asanas,
breathwork, and relaxation. $10 or yoga card (10
classes for $75). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga Stretch with Biddy – 9:30-10:30am. Complete
instruction with modifications. Bring your own mat,
hand towel, and bottled water. $10. Space Coast
Massage/Spa Yoga Studio, 1070 S. Wickham Rd. and
Sheridan Rd., West Melbourne. 321-987-8798.
TRX Suspension Training Class – 10-11am. Exercises
that build strength, flexibility, prevent injuries at your
intensity. $15 or $125 10 pack. Beachside Health Studio1220 North Highway A1A Indialantic. 321-725-2267.
Vinyasa Flow with Anastasia – 10-11am. Prepare to
move, breathe, sweat and detoxify. All levels are welcome. Classes everyday. $14 drop in. Sun Yoga, 1867
South Patrick Dr., Indian Harbour Beach. 321-610-8917.
Qi-gong for Immune System – 10am. $10 per class
or $30 per month. Vero Beach Hematology Oncology
Center981 37th Place Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Give yourself the gift
of intentional restoration. Nurture your mind, body and
spirit. Invigorating and Restoring. $10. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Ave. #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.

Kundalini Yoga – 10:30am. As taught by Yogi
Bhajan, Kundalini Yoga is the yoga of awareness.
Postures, breaths, sound, and meditation tools to bring
all the aspects of the system together and heal the body.
$10 per class. Kashi School of Yoga, 11155 Roseland
Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.
Free Yoga Class – 4pm. A yoga practice suitable for
everyone. Learn to strengthen and create flexibility.
Reduce stress and find balance with yoga. This is our
offering of one weekly yoga class. Kashi School of
Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.

sunday
Qi-gong on the Beach – 6:30-7:15am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Tuesday and
Friday at 6pm. 772-569-4090.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Give yourself the gift
of intentional restoration. Nurture your mind, body and
spirit. Invigorating and restoring. $10. The Zen Room,
631 Brevard Ave. #C, Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
Sunday Celebration – 10:30am-Noon. Looking
for something new? Come celebrate life, love, and
diversity through uplifting music and a positive,
inspirational message by Reverend Suzan Bailey.
The New Church is a Spiritual Community for today.
Free. Aquarium Building #238 Peachtree, Cocoa.
321-961-3615.
Zen Meditation and Dharma Talk – 10-11:30am.
Learn how you can integrate meditation and breath

Most American women are no longer in balance…
FFresh,
h Organic,
O
i AND
AND delivered!
d li
d!

Support Local
and Eat Fresh!
Find out more about what
we have to offer by
visiting our website at

www.FreshBoxOrganics.com

Restore balance with the wisdom of Traditional Chinese Medicine
We specialize in woman’s issues including:
Menopause • Infertility • PMS • Cramping
Susan Hathaway

DONG YE ACUPUNCTURE & CHINESE MEDICINE
Three Offices to serve you:

Palm Bay: 321-723-3017 • Cocoa: 321-634-5800
Community Acupuncture Clinic: 321-549-2206

Find tips and solutions at http://SusanHathawayTCM.net

BALANCING ENERGY AND
TOUCH FOR OPTIMAL HEALTH
Beth Lambdin, MBA, MS, LMT

Brennan Healing Science Practitioner
Brennan Integration Practitioner

Energy/Massage Combos

BRENNAN

$15 OFF FIRST 1½ HR. SESSION

HEALING SCIENCE

321-298-2743
MA#52890, MM#9550
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www.bethlambdin.com
236 N. Atlantic Avenue

Located in the Cocoa Beach Wellness Center

Brevard/Indian River

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com
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KUMARI HEALING, INC OFFERS QUANTUM CREATING WORKSHOP
SATURDAY, MARCH 3RD – SUNDAY MARCH 4TH
Kumari Mullen, owner of Kumari Healing, Inc, presents Quantum Creating: Applying the Rays of Creation to
Manifest Your Dreams. Receive step-by-step instructions, easy to follow meditations and techniques to raise
your frequency so you can consistently access higher states of consciousness, release limiting beliefs and old
patterns to achieve ABUNDANCE, EASE, ACCOMPLISHMENT, HAPPINESS and PURPOSE. Workshop
held at Radisson Hotel Oceanfront in Melbourne. Call 772-589-9803 or visit www.KumariHealing.com.
20 years experience.
work into your daily life. Donations accepted. Open
Mind Zen Center, 878 Sarno Rd., Melbourne. 321427-3511.
Breath Class with Babaji – 10:30am. A class suitable
for everyone. Participants will learn many breathing
and pranayama techniques. This class will teach you
useful tools for everyday exercise and movement. This
class is now a $5 community class. Kashi School of
Yoga, 11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.
Lightworker Community Sunday Circle – 11amNoon. Join us for an hour of universal inspiration, higher consciousness, meditation, healing and devotional
chants. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N.
Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
The Healing Art of Sat Nam Rasayan – 1pm. A deeply
meditative healing practice as taught by Yogi Bhajan that
teaches you how to use the meditative space for healing
of self and others. $10 per session. Kashi School of Yoga,
11155 Roseland Rd., Sebastian. 772-589-1403.
Downtown Hot Yoga – 4-5pm. A flowing yoga that
heals, detoxifies and electrifies body and mind. $15.
Downtown Yoga, 532 E. New Haven Ave., Melbourne.
321-676-4600.
Sunday Yoga with Nora – 4-5:15pm. Unwind and
ease into your week with this heart and hip opening
class. Classes everyday. $14 drop in. Sun Yoga, 1867
S. Patrick Dr., Indian Harbour Beach. 321-610-8917.
The Course in Miracles – 4:30-5:30pm. The Course in
Miracles (ACIM) is a self-study program of spiritual psychotherapy. Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
BIGRONS Yoga -6pm. The ultimate power stretch. All
fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get toned,
lower weight, get stronger and more flexible. Classes
daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024 Hwy
A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.

savethedate
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 3-SUNDAY FEBRUARY 5
“Wild Bliss” Art/Yoga Retreat – 7pm thru 5pm on Sunday.Kashi Ashram, Sebastian—Art Medicine Woman
Elise Crohn and Yoga Goddess Jenna Lomazzo will be your guides on a journey to discover and express creativity
from your heart and soul through collage, free painting and rejuvenating yin and flow yoga classes. No previous art or yoga experience needed. www.cozmicyoga.com Call Jenna at 321-427-6049 for more information.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 3-FRIDAY FEBRUARY 10
Guided Juice Fast – Appleseed Health Foods will be offering a structured, educational support program for
those wanting to “clean house” for 7, 5, or 3 days. Learn the benefits and types of fasting, how to make lifestyle and eating habit changes, and how to prioritize your health. Included is a 20-item fasting package, fresh
vegetable juices, a book, and a 150 page manual. Class size is limited. Call 321-631-1444 or visit the store or
www.appleseedhealth.com for more information.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 18
Women Leading Wellness – 9am-3pm. Expert advice on essential topics. $25 before February 1st or $35 at the door.
The Richardson Center at Indian River State College. Vero Beach. 772-564-8383. www.womenleadingwellness.com.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 25
Healthy Living Expo – 10am-5pm. Now accepting vendors and sponsors. Promote your product or service at the
area’s largest Healthy expo Register early for best pricing. Free samples of products, Free Workshops, Free Tasting
of healthy food and beverages, Sample massages & much more. www.HealthyLivingExpos.com. 321-777-6433.
Kali Natha Yoga Training – 200 hour teacher training program. Students will deepen their understanding of karma.
Kashi School of Yoga is located at 11155 Roseland Rd. in Sebastian. 772-589-1403, ext 109. www.kashi.org.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 26
Dr. Jon Mundy’s Living A Course in Miracles – Noon-3:30pm. Service 10am. “I’m Nobody, Who Are
You?” Workshop Noon. “Living A Course In Miracles” $25. Unity Center of Vero Beach 950 43rd Avenue
Vero Beach. 772-562-1133.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 7
“Bali & Beyond” –Weeklong deluxe Bali tour ($1150) includes a beachside stay, plus 4-nights in Ubud. Additional tours available to Singapore ($580), Cambodia & Angkor Wat ($740), South Vietnam ($960), North
Vietnam ($990), Bankgkok ($670) air separate. Contact Susan Drew to be on her mailing list and to make
reservations for “Bali & Beyond” (space is limited): 772-567-6202 or susandrew@peoplepc.com (st37498).

TOP SECRETS!

Real Estate & Feng Shui
Consulting ONLINE

REFSCO.COM

Giving away

FREE

Feng Shui gifts
until 1/31/12

Chose click or call and get Quick, Fast,
t Results!
R lt !
Bonnie Gilliams.com • 25 yrs. experience
MID-FLORIDA REAL ESTATE, INC. • (772) 713-5072
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thenaturaldirectory
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our
community. To find out how you can be included in The Natural Directory
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com to request our media kit.
= Participating Natural Awakenings
Network (NAN) Provider

ACUPUNCTURE
CHELSEY CROSKEYS,
ACUPUNCTURE PHYSICIAN
1 Suntree Place, Melbourne
www.AcuWellSolutions.com
321-254-6803
In practice with Rebecca Hunton, MD, specializing in pain, anxiety, sleep disorders, weight loss,
and general anti-aging, wellness medicine. Therapies include acupuncture, herbal medicines, supplementation, nutritional coaching and bodywork.
See ad on page 38.

even more natural resources
Web Find
in our online Natural Directory.
Alert! MyNaturalAwakenings.com

PETER R. HOLYK, M.D.
Chelation plus many Natural Therapies
Contemporary Health Innovations
Sebastian, 772-388-5554
Chelation, anti-aging, natural hormone
replacement, NAET allergy therapy, nutritional programs and many other natural
therapies to improve the quality of health
and longevity of life. See ad on back cover.

LOTUS HEART HOLISTIC CENTER
529 E. New Haven Ave, Melbourne
321-768-7575
MM27600
www.LotusHeartMelbourne.com
Being the leader in Holistic Health Care. We offer:
Massage Therapy, Ion Foot Detox, Hair Analysis,
CRT, Nutritional Classes, Energy Work and much
more!

SUSAN HATHAWAY, PHD, AP
Dong Ye Acupuncture &
Chinese Herbal Medicine
Palm Bay 321-723-3017
Cocoa 321-634-5800
Family practice Traditional Chinese Medicine using Acupuncture and Chinese Herbs. Seeing all
members of the family for pain and much more.
Detoxification treatment available. See ad on
page 46.

AROMATHERAPY
NATURE’S SPIRIT
Doreen DeSerres, AIA Tutor,
Certified Aromatherapist 321-632-1221
1540 Highland Ave, Eau Gallie
doreende33@yahoo.com
Learn to use pure essential oils and synergistic blends to help transform emotions and holistically heal body, mind
and spirit. Workshops, products, and
CEUs available. See ad on page 19.

ALTERNATIVE
HEALING
CARE CHIROPRACTIC &
WELLNESS CENTER
Brian P. Walsh, D.C.
Dr. Michele S. Munnich, D.C.
1938 Dairy Road W. Melbourne
321-728-1387
www.DrWalshCares.com

CHIROPRACTIC
BEACH CHIROPRACTIC
3000 N Atlantic Ave, Cocoa Beach
321-868-2225
www.CocoaBeachChiropractic.com
Dr. Christa Robben offers gentle chiropractic care to
provide relief from chronic pain, arthritis, and injuries.
Wellness care, Health Optimization, and Massage
Therapy available. MM24617. See ad on page 16.

GREEN CLEANING & CONCIERGE
SERVICES
321-453-9521
Offering eco-friendly cleaning with aromatherapy, positive energy. Ask about Home Blessings.
Licensed & insured. www.zenofclean.com

COACHING
JILL WHITTAMORE
HelpwithHappiness@yahoo.com
www.HelpwithHappiness.com
321-720-7349
Certified Master Life & Health Coach helps clients transform their dreams and goals into reality,
conquer obstacles and fears, and become healthier and happier through Phone Coaching. See ad
on page 32.

COLON
HYDROTHERAPY
CANDICE KLEIN, M.ED., LMT MA8163
Nationally Certified ~
Ultraviolet purified water
321.725.8347 Indialantic since 1988
www.Happycolons.com
CHOOSE HEALTH! Colon health management
in safe, professional environment. Learn to select
foods that increase energy and eliminate chronic
digestive complaints, headaches, depression, allergies, and more.

www.CooperativeMedicine.com
1601 Airport Blvd Suite 1
321-751-7001

EPLETT CHIROPRACTIC LIFE CENTER

35+ years health care experience. Teacher,
author and clinician of energy-based medicine, including laser, LED and bio-electromagnetic therapies, acupuncture, thermography, hypnosis. Visit
us online. See ad on page 40.

Positive Change Health Center MM3520
Sebastian 772-589-6869
www.PositiveCenter.com
Caring, individualized treatment by nationally
certified colon therapist, herbal consultant and
graduate of The Center for Mind-Body Medicine. Addressing weight loss, digestive issues
and more.

JOANNE PRIAULX, BA, LMT, MA4308

CENTER FOR COOPERATIVE MEDICINE

Brevard/Indian River

THE ZEN OF CLEAN -

JANICE O’HAN, BA, LMT MA7794

Holistic services for the whole family include Designed Clinical Nutrition, Chiropractic Care, free Health
Talks, homeopathics and other natural products. See ad on page 39 .
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CLEANING SERVICES:
NATURAL

429 Fifth Ave, Indialantic
321-733-4434
www.dreplettforlife.com
Dr Eplett has been doing safe, effective, gentle upper-cervical healthcare for 30+ years. He gets great
results for most health issues. Affordable. Family
plans available.

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Colon Health Services, MM921
Melbourne, 321-242-1713
www.colonhealth4u.com
Former head of raw food kitchen at Boston’s
Hippocrates Health Institute, Joanne’s 30 years
experience helps clients identify oft-hidden
roadblocks relieving bloating, infrequent bowel
movements. Nationally certified.
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DENTISTRY
CHRIS EDWARDS DDS
Smile Design Center
Viera, 321-751-7775
www.SmileDesignCenter.us
It’s about YOUR health and smile. Relaxed caring
environment where we listen. High tech officelow radiation digital X-rays, no shot and no drilling dental laser, and xylitol therapy means better
dentistry for you. See ad on page 15.

NATURE’S MARKET

FENG SHUI

701 S. Apollo Blvd
Melbourne, 321-254-8688
www.NaturesMarketMelbourne.com

THE GREEN FENG SHUI LADY
Angela Davis, CFSC, RRP
angela@greenfengshuilady.com
919-931-9876
The ancient practice of Feng
Shui, passed from master to student, guides chi energy around
your home and through your life. Call for a consultation, bagua mapping, trigram designation, cures,
space clearing, or prosperity rituals

DR. CLAIRE STAGG, DDS, PA
Comprehensive Mercury Free Dental
Care for the Whole Family
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
www.SmileProfessionals.com
Comprehensive Mercury Free & NeuroMuscular
Dentistry, advanced non surgical TMJ and sleep
breathing disorders therapy, head, neck and facial
pain treatment, orthodontics, smile makeovers and
dentistry for patients with multiple chemical sensitivities. See ads on page 35.

EXPOS/CONFERENCES
9TH ANNUAL HEALTHY LIVING EXPO
February 25, 2012
Crowne Plaza Indialantic
321-777-6433
www.HealthyLivingExpos.com
Sponsorship & Exhibitor Opportunities
available. Promote your product or service at the area’s largest Healthy expo.
Sign up early for the best deals! Hundreds of door
prizes, Free samples of products, Free Workshops,
Free Tasting of healthy food and beverages, Sample
massages & much more. Go to www.HealthyLivingExpos.com and signup for our newsletter to receive information on this event. See ad on page 2.

FITNESS
PILATES CENTER OF VIERA
5575 Schenck Ave., Ste 8
321-305-6950/321-749-2972
http://PilatesCenterofViera.blogspot.com/
Everyone can Strengthen and Stretch through mat
classes, duos and private sessions. Certified instructors on brand new apparatus. Mat class schedule online. Private sessions by appointment.

GLUTEN-FREE
BAKERY
THE BALD STRAWBERRY BAKERY
6811 N. Atlantic Ave, Ste. A
Cape Canaveral
321-868-7100
thebaldstrawberry.com

248-628-0125
www.MHLExpo.com
info@mhlexpo.com
Production, consulting and sponsorship of expos and festivals serving East Michigan that are themed
in the naturally healthy, environmentally friendly/green living category. Several
events throughout the year.

PINETREE HEALTH FOODS
1301 S Patrick, Satellite Beach
321-777-4677
pinetreehealthfoods@cfl.rr.com
Full range of health food, quality name supplements, organics, wheat-free and gluten-free, bath
and beauty, gifts and books. Special orders, educational classes, nutritional counseling, massage.
MM#20801

SUNSEED FOOD CO-OP
6615 N. Atlantic Ave - A1A
Cape Canaveral, 321-784-0930
Open Mon-Fri 9:30-7, Sat & Sun 10-6
Community owned – Not for Profit Co-op founded
in 1974. Lowest prices guaranteed! Largest selection of vitamins & herbs in Brevard. Organic produce and much more.

SUNSHINE HEALTH FOOD STORE

The Bald Strawberry Bakery is 100%
gluten-free. Enjoy some fresh baked
breads, desserts, pizza, and sandwiches while enjoying local art or playing
classic vinyls.

HEALTH FOOD
MICHIGAN HEALTHY LIVING EXPOS

Large selection of Low Carb/Atkins/Diabetes specialty foods, Gluten & Wheat free specialty foods.
Knowledgeable educated staff. Everyday low prices on all herbs, supplements and vitamins.

2916 S. Washington Ave, Titusville
www.SunHF.com
321-269-4848
Providing nutritional health counseling in a truly
holistic fashion by offering massage, acupuncture,
cholesterol, blood typing along with vitamins,
minerals, herbs, homeopathics and natural foods.

HERBS &
SUPPLEMENTS

APPLESEED HEALTH FOODS
1007 Pathfinder Way #110
321-631-1444 Rockledge
www.AppleseedHealth.com

THE HERB CORNER
277 N. Babcock St.
Melbourne
321-757-7522

Vitamins, minerals, supplements, health and beauty items,
gifts and books, homeopathic,
specialty and natural foods, and
lunch cafe. Home of the 7-Day
Guided Juice Fast. See ad on page 9.

Bulk Herbs, Herbal Certification Course and other
herbal classes. Essential oils, handmade salves and
lotions, customized herbal blends and private consultations. See ad on page 34.

HEALTHWAY OF VERO, INC.

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS

PUERTO RICO HEALTHY LIVING EXPO
787-918-1768
866-692-7888
www.expocalidaddevida.com
Natural Awakenings - Puerto Rico proudly presents
Expo Calidad de Vida, , the largest healthy living
convention in the Caribbean. Join us in a live changing experience and market your products / services
to thousands of health-conscious consumers and
businesses. at Puerto Rico Convention Center.

Bulk Herbs, Handmade Products,
Consultations, Classes, Supplies
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-779-4647

1537 US Hwy 1, Vero Beach
K-Mart Plaza
772-569-5663
Largest selection of gluten-free, organic, and vegan foods in Vero. Name brand vitamins and herbal
supplements. Gluten-free cosmetics. Frequent
shopper discount program. Open 7 days.

Enjoy a cup of complementary tea in the relaxing
atmosphere of herbs and handmade herbal delights. Teas, tinctures, lotions, soaps, facial products, salves, and more. See ad on page 27.
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HOMEOPATHY

MASSAGE

ORGANIC FOOD &
BEVERAGES

NEW EARTH NATURAL WELLNESS, LLC

SHELLY MIELKE, LMT

321-914-3900
www.newearthnaturalwellness.com
Brevard/Indian River County

320 Fourth Ave Indialantic
MA 44189
321-917-7861

Homeopathy cures a larger percentage of ailments
than any other method of treatment. It is safer, more
economical, and is the most complete medical science.

Swedish, Deep Tissue, Hot Stone, Isolated Stretching. 30, 60 and 90 minute sessions available. Evenings and weekends. Massage parties too. Call today for your appointment.

BEYOND ORGANIC

HYPNOSIS
A BETTER WAY TO YOU HYPNOSIS
Terry Gurley, Certified Master Hypnotist
321-288-2196 – Melbourne,
Merritt Island, Beaches
www.HigherMindHypnosis.com
Weight, Smoking, Pain, Insomnia, Sales Improvement, Stress/Anger Management, and more! Let
Hypnosis be your tool for Success! Terry specializes
in EFT, group sessions and 7th Path Self-Hypnosis.

CENTER FOR COOPERATIVE MEDICINE
Sheila Rindge C.HT
Certified Hypnotherapist
Melbourne, 321-751-7001

BOARD CERTIFIED MASTER
CLINICAL HYPNOTIST
Susan M. Sawyer BS, CMCHt, LLC
476 N. Hwy A1A, Ste 4F, Satellite Bch
smsawyer@cfl.rr.com 321-432-7267
Hypnosis is a SAFE, effective way to change 200+
issues dealing with weight, smoking, memory, confidence, sleep, cravings, stress and more! PROVIDING
PAST LIFE EXPLORATIONS. See ad on page 19.

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE

As taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, this scientifically proven, easily learned, enjoyable and effective technique eliminates stress and promotes more
intelligence, creativity and better health.

CHRISTINE PURDY
Advanced MELT Method Instructor
Brevard & Indian River Counties
914-497-4375, cpurdy45@aol.com
Reduce joint pain and muscle tension with selftreatment that re-hydrates connective tissue and
aligns joints for pain-free movement. Feel immediate response in your body.

Deepti Sadhwani, MD
www.qhccenter.com
772-581-2373
Dr. Sadhwani is a leader in integrating
conventional and holistic medicine. Offering weight loss, inflammation control
and management for diseases like Diabetes, Heart Disease and Cancer. See ad on page 17.

WELLSPRING MEDICAL CENTER
Rebecca Hunton, MD
www.DrHunton.com
321-254-6803

NATURAL PEST
CONTROL
NATURE’S BEST: PEST DETECTION
& ELIMINATION

Organic Pest Control, Ants, Roaches, Termites,
Mold. Canine Scent Detection. Common Sense
Solutions personalized for your Home. See ad on
page 28.

PET SUPPLIES:
NATURAL
NATURAL PET SPECIALTY SHOP
398-B N Harbor City Blvd, Melbourne
321-259-3005
www.NaturalPetSpecialtyShop.com
Featuring: grain-free, highquality protein, raw & organic pet foods, treats, supplements, homeopathic and
herbal remedies, chemical-free grooming products,
natural flea & tick supplies and much more.

PHYSICAL
THERAPY

ORGANIC
RESTAURANT

Providing an Alternative in Physical
& Massage Therapy. Provides Home
Physical Therapy for Geriatric Medicare patients and outpatient physical
and massage therapy services. MA32752. See ad
on page 40.

SPARK OF DIVINE LLC
1789 Old Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach
772-559-8895
www.sparkofdivine.com

1869 S. Patrick Drive, IHB
321-779-0077
Open Mon-Sat. Wheatgrass, juices, smoothies.
Raw Vegan Cafe serving wide array of delicious
health enhancing food - you’ll wonder why you
ever eat any other way. Catering/Party Services.
Wireless Internet. See ad on page 32.

www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Physiotherapy Plus, Inc
51 NW Carolina St STE #103
Melbourne, 321-956-7083
www.TherapyPlus1.Health.officelive.com

REIKI/HEALING
TOUCH

HAPPY HEALTHY HUMAN

Integrative Medicine featuring traditional and natural options. First Line
Therapy Program, Acupuncture, consultations for Bioidentical Hormones,
ADHD, Autism, Menopause, Andropause, Fertility, and much more. See ad on page 38.

Providing access to the
world’s healthiest foods
and beverages: GreenFed Beef, Raw Cheese,
Organic Cultured Dairy Beverages, Infused waters, dark chocolate, delivered right to your front
door. See ad on page 26.

IDLER BONHOMME, LMT, MPT

Serving Brevard & Indian River Counties
State Certified, Licensed and Insured
321-693-4100

QUALITY HEALTH CARE

Brevard/Indian River

Cocoa Beach to Port St. Lucie
Randy Mackenzie - Certified Teacher
772-226-0191

M.E.L.T. METHOD®

Eliminate unwanted patterns, improve study habits
and weight control. See ad on page 40.
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MEDITATION
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION PROGRAM

Jason & Sandra Miller
321-431-8771
www.spacecoast.mybeyondorganic.com

Beth Franks is a Usui/Tibetan Reiki Master/Teach
& healing facilitator. Experience a Reiki or Angel
healing session or learn the healing techniques to
use yourself. Pre-registration required for classes.
See ad on page 45.
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INSPIRED HEART
Patricia Williams
Usui and Karuna Reiki® Master Teacher
Vero Beach, 772-696-1910
www.theinspiredheart.com
patricia@theinspiredheart.com

DOWNTOWN YOGA

SPIRITUALITY
“I AM” SAINT GERMAIN FOUNDATION
Melbourne Sanctuary
321-266-0132
www.SaintGermainpress.com

Licensed Teacher with the International Center for
Reiki Training. Easy to learn and open to everyone.
CEUs offered for massage therapists and nurses.
Classes taught monthly. Preregistration is required.
Visit our website or call for more information.

The “I AM” Activity represents the Highest Source
of the Ascended Masters’ Instruction on the Great
Laws of Life by the Ascended Master Saint Germain.

ANTOINETTE PARATO RN LMT

COASTAL ANIMAL HOSPITAL
WELLNESS CENTER

321-676-4600
532 E. New Haven Ave., Melbourne 32901
www.yogadowntownmelbourne.com
Om for the holidays? Visit us! Eco-chic yoga boutique 2-week intro pass $29! Yoga Alliance 200
& 500 ERYT’s teaching: Gentle, Yin, Prenatal,
Power, Hot, Vinyasa. Yoga Alliance Teacher Training’s: 200 & 500 ERYT, YOGA FOR ALL: FREE
YOGA CLASSES! See ad on page 42.

VETERINARIAN
(MA31628)
Melbourne, 321-725-9009
Enjoy treatments in Reiki, Healing Touch, Cranial
Sacral therapy, and Guided Imagery. Call for Reiki
I, II, III class schedules. Pre-registration is required.

RESTAURANT

HATHA YOGA WITH MARILYN

545 Gus Hipp Blvd., Rockledge
321-632-3800
www.CoastalAnimalHospitalRockledge.com
Our full service hospital offers Animal Chiropractic, Laser Therapy, Clinical Nutrition and Raw
Food diets, Acupuncture, and Homeopathy. Our
patients and clients Love Integrative Care.

David R. Schechter Community Center
Pelican Beach Clubhouse
321-773-6458
Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit with Hatha
Yoga. Gentle, guided yoga postures with Stretching, Deep Breathing and Relaxation. $5 per class
through Satellite Recreation Department.

SO GOOD! COTTAGE CAFÉ
902 Florida Ave. Cocoa, 32922
321-631-2030
www.facebook.com/sogoodcottagecafe
Breakfast & lunch. Fresh, home-style cuisine prepared by a professional chef. Vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free, & hormone-free meat options. Craft
beer, wine, and patio seating. See ad on page 19.

SKIN & BODYCARE
THERESA & LOU DEGREGORY
Terra Andre` Natural Skin Care
Melbourne (321) 952-9624
www.naturalskincareta.com
Enjoy shinier healthy hair, stronger
nails, healthier looking skin with over
45 100%- natural skin care products,
including cleansing lotions, toners,
creams, soaps and more. See ad on page 12.

HOSIE NATURALS: A GREEN BOUTIQUE
865 N. Cocoa Blvd. (US 1)
Cocoa 321-252-5581
hosienaturals.com
Eco-friendly, Organic, and Natural “green products” for the whole family, specializing in handmade chemical-free skin and body care using raw
plant-based ingredients.

WOMEN’S HEALTH
KRIS MAKI, WHNP
Restoration Medicine
Merritt Island 321-305-6254
www.Makimd.com
Kris is dedicated in preserving the highest quality of life for woman by providing
compassionate care, specializing in Bioidentical hormones, non- surgical incontinence and gynecologic care. See ad on page 11.

SUN YOGA
321-610-8917
1867 S. Patrick Dr., IHB
www.SunYogaStudio.com
One week unlimited introductory pass - $14! Multiple certified instructors teaching Vinyasa
Flow, Yin, Essence Yoga, Power,
Gentle, Sunrise, Foundation Beginners Series and
more! Classes Daily! See ad on page 33.

THE ZEN ROOM

YOGA

631 Brevard Ave, Ste C, Cocoa
321-544-8541
www.TheZenRoom.info

BIGRONS YOGA
1024 Hwy A1A, Atlantic Plaza #146
Satellite Beach, 321-773-3539(flex)
www.BigronsYoga.com
Daily classes of “hot” yoga ~ 100 degrees for 100
minutes. Individual attention for all fitness levels
and ages. Decades of experience. $10 single or
$100 monthly unlimited. See ad on page 45.

Yoga, Meditation, Tai Chi, Qi gong, Prenatal Yoga
offered in our peaceful, safe, judgment-free studio.
Small class sizes and great instructors. Visit website or call for special workshops, schedule and
information. “By letting go, it all gets done.” -Tao
Te Ching.

Holy Molé Cartoon

TINA ROBBINS
Brevard & Indian River
321-626-4149
www.arbonne.com
Arbonne! A Swiss formulated all-natural, vegan certified product line including anti-aging, fitness essentials, baby
care and much more! Discounts available from 20-80%! Use Sponsor ID #19145469.

natural awakenings
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Choose Experienced, Knowledgeable,
and Comprehensive Holistic Medicine
At Contemporary Health Innovations, Inc. we are
committed to working with you to help you achieve
optimum health safely and naturally. Dr. Holyk
integrates many natural healing methods to
improve your quality of health & longevity of life.
Embark on a journey to expose the root cause of
your issues and learn how to reverse aging.
Peter Holyk, MD, CNS
Certified Nutrition Specialist
Board Certified in
Anti-aging Medicine

Frustrated by Stubborn Weight Gain?
We can uncover the hidden cause to help you shed unwanted pounds.
Many factors contribute to weight gain and your
overall health. For a comprehensive overview of
your body’s function we perform specialized testing
and customize a program based on your needs.
What is the most overlooked cause of weight gain?
Toxic load.You’ll learn how to remove the toxins
slowing your metabolism and stressing your liver.

_________________

We offer:
• Prescription hCG
• Digestive healing to enhance
weight loss
• Hormone balancing
• Food allergy testing & elimination
• Nutrient absorption testing
• Detoxification before weight loss

Call for your appointment to get your
complete program that is multifaceted
and customized to your individual needs.

Located in Sebastian
since 1997

Call 772-388-5554 today
and make an appointment
to find the answers you’ve
been searching for!

PETER HOLYK, MD, CNS

www.DrHolyk.com

